Building Secure Web Applications: From Theory to Practice

Abstract
Web pages are the front door to almost any online service. Despite their success, we constantly see vulnerabilities being exposed in web sites. The reason for that are commonly programming errors leading to serious security breaches—this is not surprising given the complexity of web applications (web apps). The status quo security practices consists on mainly add-hoc solutions. In this course, we present a disciplined manner to avoid such programming errors. Information-Flow Control (IFC) and Mandatory Access Control (MAC) emerge as promising technologies to harden web apps. To avoid information leaks (data corruption), IFC and MAC systems restrict programmers from building web sites which irresponsibly distribute (modifies) sensitive (trustworthy) data. The course introduces security problems behind web apps, the foundations for IFC and MAC as well as their applicability to online systems. The material presented is based on recent research results.
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Building Secure Web Applications: From Theory to Practice

Course goal: building secure web applications

- Connectivity
- Ad-hoc checks
- Reusability of code

Information-flow Control

- Labeled data
- Web Application
- It restricts how data gets propagated

Course: what does it involved?

- A mix of Operating Systems (OS) and Programming Languages (PL) techniques
- Theory and practice
- Based on recent research results

Course: learning outcomes

- Characterize and understand security problems in web applications
- Describe security policies
- Identify the expected behavior of secure web applications
- Some experience in formalizing security guarantees
- First-hand experience with security tools

Course: organization

- Web page: http://www.cse.chalmers.se/~russo/eci2015/
- Twitter: @russoECI2015
- Lecture: 5 (3hs each, 20-25 minutes break)
- Exercises
- Exam? To pass the course, you need to correctly resolve and handle all the exercises
Summary

• Common practices for security in web applications
  • Sprinkled checks
• Course goals
  • Secure construction of web applications
  • Principled approached (reduction of the TCB)
• Course learning outcomes, content, and organization
Security in Web Browsers
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Introduction

• Web browser is a complicated piece of software

• HTML
  • HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language
  • It sets a rigid structure for web pages
  • There are several tags (headers, lists, links, etc.)

• JavaScript

Demo
Files: WebsiteA/html.html
**JavaScript (dynamic behavior)**

- It is the VM of the web!
  - Standardized by European Computer Manufacturers Association
- JavaScript (JS) can dynamically modify the web page and react to user events (e.g., mouse clicks or moves)

**JavaScript Features**

- Object oriented
- Dynamically typed
- Standard operator precedence
- First order functions (closures)
- Dynamic code evaluation (dynamic binding)
- Implicit coercions (hide errors)
- Semicolon insertion (function concatenation)

**More about JavaScript**

- Demo: [Demo File](websiteA/js.html)
- [Effective JavaScript](#)

**Privacy concerns while surfing the web**

The Same Origin Policy (SOP)

- Origin = Domain + Protocol + Port
- Restrict how information gets distributed by XHR requests
- SOP does not restrict sending requests, but rather observing the response

**Same Origin Policy**

- SOP can be abused to reveal sensitive data to other origins. Do you see how?
Same Origin Policy – Running Example

```html
<html>
<body>
<h1 id="hi">
Alice says: Hello world!
</h1>
</body>
</html>
```

Demo

Files: WebsiteA/index.html and WebsiteB/index.html

Same Origin Policy – Same Origin request

```javascript
var xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
var url = "http://alice.com:8080/index.html";
xmlhttp.onreadystatechange = function()
{
if (xmlhttp.readyState == 4 && xmlhttp.status == 200)
{
    // Show the received greeting
    ...
}
}
xmlhttp.open("GET", url, true);
xmlhttp.send();
```

Cross-origin request

```javascript
var xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
var url = "http://bob.com:9090/index.html";
xmlhttp.onreadystatechange = function()
{
if (xmlhttp.readyState == 4 && xmlhttp.status == 200)
{
    // Show the received greeting
    ...
}
}
xmlhttp.open("GET", url, true);
xmlhttp.send();
```

Same Origin Policy – Cross-Origin request

```html
<html>
<body>
<h1 id="hi">
Bob says: Hello world!
</h1>
</body>
</html>
```
Same Origin Policy – Cross-Origin request

- Alice.com

```
<html>
<body>
<br> Trying to get greetings from Bob! 
<br>
<script>
var xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
var url = "http://bob.com:9090/index.html";
xmlhttp.onreadystatechange = function(){
  if (xmlhttp.readyState == 4 && xmlhttp.status == 200){
    // Show the received greeting ...
  }
}
xmlhttp.open("GET",url,true);
xmlhttp.send();
</script>
</body>
</html>
```

It sends the request!
It cannot read the response!

Circumventing SOP

- SOP only governs who can read XHR responses
- Web sites often load resources from other origins
  - Images, JavaScript code, etc.
  - They are not subject to SOP!
- Two-way communication

```
Any origin!
<img src="http://.../img.png">
```

This brings some security concerns

Demo File: WebsiteA/imageBob.html
**Loading other cross-origin resources**

```html
<script src="http://.../somecode.js"> </script>
```

- Any origin!
- Two-way communication (as for images)
- This brings even more security concerns
  - Fetched code runs with the same privilege as the webpage where it gets embedded!

**Cross-origin resources in practice**

Embedded scripts from third-party components

- **Google Analytics**
- **Facebook**
- **Twitter**

**Why do we need embedded scripts?**

- They require access to the page’s content to properly work!
- They can perform cross-origin communication (e.g., images)
- Then, sensitive data might get compromise!
- Scripts have access to all the data in the scope of the page where they are embedded!

**A possible attack**

Convince a benign web page to use my malicious script (very unlikely)

**Cross-site scripting (XSS)**

- SOP fails to prevent the attack!
- The script gets triggered on the server!
- The script can access data (e.g., cookies) and sensitive data to an attacker's server.
Is it a real threat?

OWASP Top Ten Project
• A3 – 2013 Top ten for vulnerabilities
• A2 – 2010 Top ten for vulnerabilities

Hackers target critical XSS vulnerability in millions of Wordpress sites

Preventing XSS

• Do not embed scripts when possible
• Use iFrames (isolated HTML context) displayed on the same web page
• Advertisement
• Post-message communication between iFrames
• It limits functionality
• Some scripts need to be embedded to work!

A simple example

```html
<html>
<body>
<h1 id="hi">Alice says: Hello world!</h1>
<img src="./alice.gif" alt="Alice">
<iframe src="https://platform.twitter.com/widgets/tweet_button.html" style="border: 0; width:130px; height:20px;"></iframe>
</body>
</html>
```

Mitigating XSS: Content Security Policy (CSP)

• White-list origins for content
  • Identifies sources for images, media, scripts, fonts, frames, and objects (e.g., applets)
  • Set on the HTTP header
  • Web server

CSP Limitations

• It demands some administrative effort
  • Keep white-list updated
  • Need to know all the origins where embedded scripts fetch resources from
  • Browser extension might change the page behavior and introduce CSP violations
  • Any other problem?
    • It is enough for one origin to get compromised to jeopardize security
CSP Limitations

- CSP is a form of discretionary access control
  - It limits or grants access to information
  - It does not talk about what happens with the data after granting access.

What about XHR requests?

- SOP
  - Sometimes, too restrictive
- Cross-origin request (CORs)
  - Enforces in the HTTP headers of the response
  - Web server can determine which origins can observe a response

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: http://bob.com

CORs limitations

- CORs is a form of discretionary access control
  - Same fundamental limitations as CSP

Reflection on confidentiality

It is not about who has access to the information (DAC)
It is about how the information is handled

Summary

- Introduction to HTML and JavaScript
- Same-origin policy
- Cross-origin communication
- XSS attacks
- Controlling cross-origin communications
  - CSP and CORs
- Confidentiality is not about access control, but how you use the data
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Scenario

• **Labels**: restricts how data gets handled by the system
• The computing platform enforces that labels are respected
  • “Share this picture only with my friends”
• In this lecture, we see a formalism to express labels

Security levels

- Data gets labeled
  - Security level

- Top Secret
- Secret
- Public

Disjunction Category Labels

• DC-Labels: a label format to express restrictions on the confidentiality and integrity of data.
• It allows to reflect the concern of multiple parties

Syntax

- Principal
- Category

What does it mean?

- [Alice]
- [Alice \lor Bob]
- [Alice \lor Bob \lor Charlie]

Interpretations for Disjunction Categories

- **Confidentiality**
  - Either Alice or Bob can read the data
- **Integrity**
  - Alice or Bob (or both) are responsible for the data
Conjunction of Disjunction Categories

- Data can be associated with several categories
  - It represents data with different restrictions (perhaps imposed by different parties in the system)

\[ \text{[Alice } \lor \text{ Bob]} \lor \text{ [Charlie]} \]

What does it mean?

Interpretations for Conjunctions of Disjunction Categories

- **Confidentiality**
  - The data must be read simultaneously by Alice or Bob, and Charlie.

\[ \text{[Alice } \lor \text{ Bob]} \lor \text{ [Charlie]} \]

- **Integrity**
  - Alice or Bob, and Charlie are responsible for the data.

\[ \text{[Alice } \lor \text{ Bob]} \lor \text{ [Charlie]} \]

Conjunctions of Disjunction Categories

- **Confidentiality**
  - The more conjunctions, the more secret the data becomes.

\[ \text{[Alice } \lor \text{ Bob]} \lor \text{ [Charlie]} \lor \ldots \lor \ldots \]

- **Integrity**
  - The more conjunctions, the more trustworthy the data becomes.

\[ \text{[Alice } \lor \text{ Bob]} \lor \text{ [Charlie]} \lor \ldots \lor \ldots \]

Formalization

- A DC-label \( L = \langle S, I \rangle \) consists of two conjunctive normal forms (CNF) of principals, where \( \land \) and \( \lor \) denote secrecy and integrity demands, respectively.
- \( S \) declares who can read the data
- \( I \) declares who is responsible for the data.

\[ \text{[Alice } \lor \text{ Bob]} \lor \text{ [Charlie]} \lor \ldots \lor \ldots \]

Flows of information

- Data can flow from one entity to another if all categories are respected
- Confidentiality (let's ignore integrity)

\[ \langle [\text{Alice } \lor \text{ Bob}], \ldots \rangle \rightarrow \text{YES} \rightarrow \langle [\text{Alice}], \ldots \rangle \]
\[ \langle [\text{Alice } \lor \text{ Bob}], \ldots \rangle \rightarrow \text{NO} \rightarrow \langle [\text{Charlie}] \lor [\text{Deian}], \ldots \rangle \]
\[ \langle [\text{Alice } \land \text{ Bob}], \ldots \rangle \rightarrow \text{NO} \rightarrow \langle [\text{Alice } \lor \text{ Bob}], \ldots \rangle \]
\[ \langle [\text{Alice}], \ldots \rangle \rightarrow \text{YES} \rightarrow \langle [\text{Alice } \land \text{ Bob}], \ldots \rangle \]

- Integrity (let's ignore confidentiality)

\[ \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice}] \rangle \rightarrow \text{YES} \rightarrow \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice } \lor \text{ Bob}] \rangle \]
\[ \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice}] \rangle \rightarrow \text{NO} \rightarrow \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice } \land \text{ Bob}] \rangle \]
\[ \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice } \lor \text{ Bob}] \rangle \rightarrow \text{NO} \rightarrow \langle \ldots, [\text{Deian}] \rangle \]
\[ \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice } \land \text{ Bob}] \rangle \rightarrow \text{NO} \rightarrow \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice}] \rangle \]
\[ \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice}] \rangle \rightarrow \text{YES} \rightarrow \langle \ldots, [\text{Alice } \lor \text{ Bob}] \rangle \]
Allowed flows of information

- Given two DC-Labels \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), if \( L_1 \sqsubseteq L_2 \), then \( L_2 \) respects the confidentiality and integrity demands imposed by \( L_1 \).
- The partial order relation is known as “can-flow-to” and captures the allowed flows of information within the system.

Formal definition for “can-flow-to”

For any DC-labels \( L_1 = \ll S_1, I_1 \gg \) and \( L_2 = \ll S_2, I_2 \gg \), and interpreting any principal as a boolean variable, we have:

\[
\forall d_1 \in S_1 \exists d_2 \in S_2 \cdot d_2 \Rightarrow d_1 \quad \forall d_1 \in I_1 \exists d_2 \in I_2 \cdot d_1 \Rightarrow d_2
\]

\( \ll S_1, I_1 \gg \ll S_2, I_2 \gg \)

Equivalent to

\[
S_2 \Rightarrow S_1, I_1 \Rightarrow I_2
\]

\( \ll S_1, I_1 \gg \ll S_2, I_2 \gg \)

Security Lattice

- DC-Labels form a lattice
- Top: the most secret and untrustworthy data
- Bottom: the most public and trustworthy data

Decentralized label format

- DC-label is a decentralized label format
- No central authority which decides the security levels

Dynamic Principals

- In several implementations of DC-Labels, principals are generated at run-time
- After all, it is difficult to predict, for instance, the users involved in a system
- The top element confidentiality?
  
  \( \ll [P_1] \land [P_2] \land \ldots [P_n] \ldots \gg \)

- Bottom element in integrity?
  
  \( \ll \ldots [P_1] \land [P_2] \land \ldots [P_n] \gg \)
**Top and bottom elements**

\[
S_2 \Rightarrow S_1 \quad I_1 \Rightarrow I_2
\]

\[
\perp \preceq < S, I > \quad \perp = < \text{True}, \text{False} >
\]

\[
< S, I > \sqsubseteq \top \quad \top = < \text{False}, \text{True} >
\]

**Lattice operations**

- DC-labels form a lattice
- Why is that important?

**Aggregated data**

\[
< [\text{Alice} \lor \text{Bob}], \text{True} >
\]

\[
< [\text{Charlie}], \text{True} >
\]

What is the least restrictive label which respects the labels from the sources?

**Join and meet operations**

For any DC-labels \(L_1 = < S_1, I_1 >\) and \(L_2 = < S_2, I_2 >\), the join (\(\sqcup\)) and meet (\(\sqcap\)) operations are defined as:

\[
L_1 \sqcup L_2 = < \text{CNF}(S_1 \land S_2), \text{CNF}(I_1 \lor I_2) >
\]

\[
L_1 \sqcap L_2 = < \text{CNF}(S_1 \lor S_2), \text{CNF}(I_1 \land I_2) >
\]

- Conjunction and disjunction of DC-labels’ components might introduce redundant categories.
- Apply a Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) reduction

**Declassification**

- Most of the systems require to intentionally release some information
- An act known as declassification
- In a mutual distrust environment, declassification is required to achieve collaboration

**One scenario for declassification**

Number of supporters to attend a match against CABJ

Stadium information

Permission granted
One scenario for declassification

Number of supporters to attend a match against CABJ Stadium Information

AAAJ cannot read the permission! Do you see why?

Permission granted

< [AAAJ] → [CABJ] → ...

One scenario for declassification

Declassification

< [AAAJ] ∧ [CABJ] → ... > ≤ < [AAAJ] → ...

• The order relationship is too strong!
• Sometimes, it is desirable that principals are capable to relax the restrictions that they imposed in labels
• Privileges allow to relax (in a controlled manner) the security lattice order relationship
• There exists different kind of privileges and they can be assigned to different principals

Privileges for declassification

• A privilege is a CNF of principals (the same format as the components in DC-Labels)

\[ P ∧ S_2 \Rightarrow S_1 ∧ I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \]

< S_1, I_1 > ≤ \[P\] < S_2, I_2 >

It can removes P form the secrecy

• It induces a weaker relationship

For any P, if \( L_1 \leq L_2 \) then \( L_1 \equiv_P L_2 \)

Declassification

< [AAAJ] ∧ [CABJ] → ... > ≤ < [AAAJ] → ...

• The allowed flows of information are dictated by

< [AAAJ] ∧ [CABJ] → ... > ≤ < [AAAJ] → ...

Endorsement

• It is the dual for declassification
• It allows to increase the trustworthiness of data

\[ S_1 \Rightarrow S_1 ∧ I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \]

< S_1, I_1 > ≤ \[P\] < S_2, I_2 >

It can add P to the integrity part

• It induces a weaker relationship

For any P, if \( L_1 \leq L_2 \) then \( L_1 \equiv_P L_2 \)

Exercising privileges

• When exercising privileges, it is desirable to relax \( \equiv \) on both dimensions: secrecy and integrity

\[ P ∧ S_2 \Rightarrow S_1 ∧ I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \]

< S_1, I_1 > ≤ \[P\] < S_2, I_2 >

• It induces a weaker relationship

For any P, if \( L_1 \leq L_2 \) then \( L_1 \equiv_P L_2 \)
Remarks

• DC-Labels: a decentralized label format to express secrecy and integrity requirements from different parties
  • Disjunction Categories
  • Join and meet operations are computed precisely
  • Declassification and endorsement are obtained by exercising privileges
  • A theory for labels used in information-flow control research

Summary

• Labels for mutually distrusted scenarios
  • Interpretation of labels for confidentiality and integrity
  • Formal definitions for the ‘can-flow-to’ relationship, join, and meet
  • Privileges for declassification and endorsement
• Weakening of the ‘can-flow-to’ relationship
Information-flow Control (Revisited)

It restricts how data gets propagated.

Security policy?

- Cross-origin communication is dangerous
- Cross-site scripting (XSS)
- Forbidding cross-origin communication with labels
  - Rather than SOP, CORS, and CSP

A security lattice for the web

- Every origin is a incomparable point in the lattice
- Data gets labeled with the origin where it comes from

Security lattice for the web

Malicious Script

- It is safe to have embedded scripts in the web page
- The malicious script, Google, and Facebook cannot share data

DC-labels for the web

http://www.facebook.com

Interpretation for the web (confidentiality)

http://www.facebook.com

http://www.facebook.com

http://evil.com

http://evil.com
Interpretation for the web (confidentiality)

• Integrity tracks providence of data and who vouches for the data (as in DC-labels)

Testing DC-labels for the web in COWL

• COWL is a modification of Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome to control how information flows in web pages

Labels interface

Interoperates explicitly in JavaScript

Demo Files: WebsiteA/labels.html

Privileges in COWL

• Every origin in COWL has an implicit privilege associated with it
  - See COWL lecture!
Summary

• A security lattice for the web
  • Origins as labels
• DC-labels in COWL
  • API
• User-defined privileges in COWL
  • API
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Abstract. We present disjunction category (DC) labels, a new label format for enforcing information flow in the presence of mutually distrusting parties. DC labels can be ordered to form a lattice, based on propositional logic implication and conjunctive normal form. We introduce and prove soundness of decentralized privileges that are used in declassifying data, in addition to providing a notion of privilege-hierarchy. Our model is simpler than previous decentralized information flow control (DIFC) systems and does not rely on a centralized principal hierarchy. Additionally, DC labels can be used to enforce information flow both statically and dynamically. To demonstrate their use, we describe two Haskell implementations, a library used to perform dynamic label checks, compatible with existing DIFC systems, and a prototype library that enforces information flow statically, by leveraging the Haskell type checker.

Keywords: Security, labels, decentralized information flow control, logic

1 Introduction

Information flow control (IFC) is a general method that allows components of a system to be passed sensitive information and restricts its use in each component. Information flow control can be used to achieve confidentiality, by preventing unwanted information leakage, and integrity, by preventing unreliable information from flowing into critical operations. Modern IFC systems typically label data and track labels, while allowing users exercising appropriate privileges to explicitly downgrade information themselves. While the IFC system cannot guarantee that downgrading preserves the desired information flow properties, it is possible to identify all the downgrading operations and limit code audit to these portions of the code. Overall, information flow systems make it possible to build applications that enforce end-to-end security policies even in the presence of untrusted code.

We present disjunction category (DC) labels: a new label format for enforcing information flow in systems with mutually distrusting parties. By formulating DC labels using propositional logic, we make it straightforward to verify conventional lattice conditions and other useful properties. We introduce and prove soundness of decentralized privileges that are used in declassifying data, and provide a notion of privilege-hierarchy. Compared to Myers and Liskov’s decentralized label model (DLM) [21], for example, our model is simpler and does not
rely on a centralized principal hierarchy. Additionally, DC labels can be used to enforce information flow both statically and dynamically, as shown in our Haskell implementations.

A DC label, written \( \langle S, I \rangle \), consists of two Boolean formulas over principals, the first specifying secrecy requirements and the second specifying integrity requirements. Information flow is restricted according to implication of these formulas in a way that preserves secrecy and integrity. Specifically, secrecy of information labeled \( \langle S, I \rangle \) is preserved by requiring that a receiving channel have a stronger secrecy requirement \( S' \) that implies \( S \), while integrity requires the receiver to have a weaker integrity requirement \( I' \) that is implied by \( I \). These two requirements are combined to form a can-flow-to relation, which provides a partial order on the set of DC labels that also has the lattice operations meet and join.

Our decentralized privileges can be delegated in a way that we prove preserves confidentiality and integrity properties, resulting in a privilege hierarchy. Unlike [21], this is accomplished without a notion of “can act for” or a central principal hierarchy. Although our model can be extended to support revocation using approaches associated with public key infrastructures, we present a potentially more appealing selective revocation approach that is similar to those used in capability-based systems.

We illustrate the expressiveness of DC labels by showing how to express several common design patterns. These patterns are based in part on security patterns used in capability-based systems. Confinement is achieved by labeling data so that it cannot be read and exfiltrated to the network by arbitrary principals. A more subtle pattern that relies on the notion of clearance is used to show how a process can be restricted from even accessing overly-sensitive information (e.g., private keys); this pattern is especially useful when covert channels are a concern. We also describe privilege separation and user authentication patterns. As described more fully later in the paper, privilege separation may be achieved using delegation to subdivide the privileges of a program and compartmentalize a program into components running with fewer privileges. The user authentication pattern shows how to leverage a login client that users trust with their username and password (since the user supplies them as input), without unnecessarily creating other risks.

We describe two Haskell implementations: a library used to perform dynamic label checks, compatible with existing DIFC systems, and a prototype library that enforces information flow statically by leveraging Haskell’s type checker.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce DC labels and present some of their properties. Section 3 presents semantics and soundness proofs for our DC label system. Design patterns are presented and explained in Section 5, with the implementations presented in Section 6. We summarize related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
Fig. 1: A tax preparation system with mutually distrusting parties.

2 DC Label Model

In a DIFC system, every piece of data is labeled, or “tagged.” Labels provide a means for tracking, and, more importantly, controlling the propagation of information according to a security policy, such as non-interference [10].

DC labels can be used to express a conjunction of restrictions on information flow that represents the interests of multiple stakeholders. As a result, DC labels are especially suitable for systems in which participating parties do not fully trust each other. Fig. 1 presents an example, originally given in [21], that illustrates such a system. Here, user Bob firstly inputs his tax information into the Spreadsheet program, which he fully trusts. The data is then exported to another program, called WebTax, for final analysis. Though conceptually simple, several challenges arise since Bob does not trust WebTax with his data. Without inspecting WebTax, Bob cannot be sure that his privacy policies are respected and his tax information is not exfiltrated to the network. Analogously, the WebTax author, called Preparer, does not entrust Bob with the source code. Furthermore, the tax preparation program relies on a proprietary database and Preparer wishes to assert that even if the program contains bugs, the proprietary database information cannot be leaked to the public network. It is clear that even for such a simple example the end-to-end guarantees are difficult to satisfy with more-traditional access control mechanisms. Using IFC, however, these security policies can be expressed naturally and with minimal trust. Specifically, the parties only need to trust the system IFC-enforcement mechanism; programs, including WebTax, can be executed with no implicit trust. We now specify DC labels and show their use in enforcing the policies of this example.

As previously mentioned, a DC label consists of two Boolean formulas over principals. We make a few restrictions on the labels’ format in order to obtain a unique representation for each label and an efficient and decidable can-flow-to relationship.

**Definition 1 (DC Labels).** A DC label, written \((S, I)\), is a pair of Boolean formulas over principals such that:

- Both \(S\) and \(I\) are minimal formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF), with terms and clauses sorted to give each formula a unique representation, and
– Neither $S$ nor $I$ contains any negated terms.

In a DC label, $S$ protects secrecy by specifying the principals that are allowed (or whose consent is needed) to observe the data. Dually, $I$ protects integrity by specifying principals who created and may currently modify the data. For example, in the system of Fig. 1, Bob and Preparer respectively label their data $⟨\{\text{Bob}\}, \{\text{Bob}\}⟩$ and $⟨\{\text{Preparer}\}, \{\text{Preparer}\}⟩$, specifying that they created the data and they are the only observers.

Data may flow between differently labeled entities, but only in such a way as to accumulate additional secrecy restrictions or be stripped in integrity ones, not vice versa. Specifically there is a partial order, written $\sqsubseteq$ (“can-flow-to”), that specifies when data can flow between labeled entities. We define $\sqsubseteq$ based on logical implication ($\Rightarrow$) as follows:

**Definition 2 (can-flow-to relation).** Given any two DC labels $L_1 = ⟨S_1, I_1⟩$ and $L_2 = ⟨S_2, I_2⟩$, the can-flow-to relation is defined as:

$$S_2 \Rightarrow S_1 \quad I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \quad ⟨S_1, I_1⟩ \sqsubseteq ⟨S_2, I_2⟩$$

In other words, data labeled $⟨S_1, I_1⟩$ can flow into an entity labeled $⟨S_2, I_2⟩$ as long as the secrecy of the data, and integrity of the entity are preserved. Intuitively, the $\sqsubseteq$ relation imposes the restriction that any set of principals who can observe data afterwards must also have been able to observe it earlier. For instance, it is permissible to have $S_2 = \{\text{Bob} \land \text{Preparer}\}$ and $S_1 = \text{Bob}$, because $S_2 \Rightarrow S_1$, and Bob’s consent is still required to observe data with the new label. Dually, integrity of the entity is preserved by requiring that the source label impose more restrictions than that of the destination.

In our model, public entities (e.g., network interface in Fig. 1) have the default, or empty label, $⟨\text{True}, \text{True}⟩$, written $L_{\text{pub}}$. Although specified by the label $⟨S, I⟩$, it is intuitive that data labeled as such can be written to a public network with label $L_{\text{pub}}$, only with the permission of a set of principals satisfying the Boolean formula $S$. Conversely, data read from the network can be labeled $⟨S, I⟩$ only with the permission of a set of principals satisfying $I$.

In an IFC system, label checks using the can-flow-to relation are performed at every point of possible information flow. Thus, if the WebTax program of Fig. 1 attempts to write Bob or Preparer’s data to the network interface, either by error or malfeasance, both label checks $⟨\{\text{Bob}\}, \{\text{Bob}\}⟩ \sqsubseteq L_{\text{pub}}$ and $⟨\{\text{Preparer}\}, \{\text{Preparer}\}⟩ \sqsubseteq L_{\text{pub}}$ will fail. However, the system must also label the intermediate results of a WebTax computation (on Bob and Preparer’s joint data) such that they can only be observed and written to the network if both principals consent.

The latter labeling requirement is recurring and directly addressed by a core property of many IFC systems: the label lattice property [4]. Specifically, for any two labels $L_1, L_2$ the lattice property states that there is a well defined, least upper bound (join), written $L_1 \sqcup L_2$, and greatest lower bound (meet), written
$L_1 \cap L_2$, such that $L_i \sqsubseteq L_1 \sqcup L_2$ and $L_1 \cap L_2 \sqsubseteq L_i$ for $L_i$ and $i = 1, 2$. We define the join and meet for DC labels as follows.

**Definition 3 (Join and meet for DC labels).** The join and meet of any two DC labels $L_1 = (S_1, I_1)$ and $L_2 = (S_2, I_2)$ are respectively defined as:

$\begin{align*}
L_1 \sqcup L_2 &= (S_1 \land S_2, I_1 \lor I_2) \\
L_1 \sqcap L_2 &= (S_1 \lor S_2, I_1 \land I_2)
\end{align*}$

where each component of the resulting labels is reduced to CNF.

Intuitively, the secrecy component of the join protects the secrecy of $L_1$ and $L_2$ by specifying that both set of principals, those appearing in $S_1$ and those in $S_2$, must consent for data labeled $S_1 \land S_2$ to be observed. Conversely, the integrity component of the join, $I_1 \lor I_2$, specifies that either principals of $I_1$ or $I_2$ could have created and modify the data. Dual properties hold for the meet $L_1 \sqcap L_2$, a label computation necessary when labeling an object that is written to multiple entities. We note that although we use $I_1 \lor I_2$ informally, by definition, a DC label component must be in CNF. Reducing logic formulas, such as $I_1 \lor I_2$, to CNF is standard [23], and we do not discuss it further.

Revisiting the example of Fig. 1, we highlight that the intermediate results generated by the WebTax program from both Bob and Preparer’s data are labeled by the join $(\{\{\text{Bob}\}\}, \{\{\text{Bob}\}\}) \sqcup (\{\{\text{Preparer}\}\}, \{\{\text{Preparer}\}\})$ which is reduced to $(\{\{\text{Bob} \land \text{Preparer}\}\}, \{\{\text{Bob} \lor \text{Preparer}\}\})$. The secrecy component of the label confirms our intuition that the intermediate results are composed of both party’s data and thus the consent of both Bob and Preparer is needed to observe it. In parallel, the integrity component agrees with the intuition that the intermediate results could have been created from Bob or Preparer’s data.

### 2.1 Declassification and endorsement

We model both declassification and endorsement as principals explicitly deciding to exercise privileges. When code exercises privileges, it means code acting on behalf of a combination of principals is requesting an action that might violate the can-flow-to relation. For instance, if the secrecy component of a label is $\{\{\text{Bob} \land \text{Preparer}\}\}$, then by definition code must act on behalf of both Bob and the Preparer to transmit the data over a public network. However, what if the Preparer unilaterally wishes to change the secrecy label on data from $\{\{\text{Bob} \land \text{Preparer}\}\}$ to $\{\{\text{Bob}\}\}$ (as to release the results to Bob)? Intuitively, such a partial declassification should be allowed, because the data still cannot be transmitted over the network without Bob’s consent. Hence, if the data is eventually made public, both Bob and the Preparer will have consented, even if not simultaneously.

We formalize such partial declassification by defining a more permissive preorder, $\sqsubseteq^P$ (“can-flow-to given privileges $P$”). $L_1 \sqsubseteq^P L_2$ means that when exercising privileges $P$, it is permissible for data to flow from an entity labeled $L_1$...
to one labeled $L_2$. $L_1 \subseteq L_2$ trivially implies $L_1 \subseteq_P L_2$ for any privileges $P$, but for non-empty $P$, there exist labels for which $L_1 \subseteq_P L_2$ even though $L_1 \not\subseteq L_2$.

We represent privileges $P$ as a conjunction of principals for whom code is acting. (Actually, $P$ can be a more general Boolean formula like label components, but the most straight-forward use is as a simple conjunction of principals.) We define $\subseteq_P$ as follows:

**Definition 4 (can-flow-to given privileges relation).** Given a Boolean formula $P$ representing privileges and any two DC labels $L_1 = \langle S_1, I_1 \rangle$ and $L_2 = \langle S_2, I_2 \rangle$, the can-flow-to given privileges $P$ relation is defined as:

$$P \land S_2 \implies S_1 \quad P \land I_1 \implies I_2 \quad \langle S_1, I_1 \rangle \subseteq_P \langle S_2, I_2 \rangle$$

Recall that without exercising additional privileges, data labeled $\langle S, I \rangle$ can be written to a public network, labeled $L_{pub}$, only with the permission of a set of principals satisfying the Boolean formula $S$, while data read from a public network can be labeled $\langle S, I \rangle$ only with the permission of a set of principals satisfying $I$. Considering additional privileges, it is easy to see that $\langle S, I \rangle \subseteq_P L_{pub}$ iff $P \implies S$ and, conversely, $L_{pub} \subseteq_P \langle S, I \rangle$ iff $P \implies I$. In other words, code exercising privileges $P$ can declassify and write data to the public network if $P$ implies the secrecy label of that data, and can similarly incorporate and endorse data from the public network if $P$ implies the integrity label.

In our WebTax example, the Spreadsheet program runs on behalf of Bob and exercises the $\{\text{Preparer}\}$ privilege to endorse data sent to WebTax. Conversely, the WebTax program is executed with the $\{\text{Preparer}\}$ privilege which it exercises when declassifying results from $\{\text{Preparer}\}$ to $\{\text{Bob}\}$; as expected, to allow Bob to observe the results, this declassification step is crucial.

It is a property of our system that exporting data through multiple exercises of privilege cannot reduce the overall privilege required to export data. For instance, if $\langle S, I \rangle \subseteq_{P_1} \langle S', I' \rangle \subseteq_{P_2} L_{pub}$, it must be that $P_1 \land P_2 \implies S$, since $P_2 \implies S'$ and $P_1 \land S' \implies S$. A similar, and dual, property holds for multiple endorsements.

The mechanisms provided by $\subseteq_P$ corresponds to the who dimension of de-classification [25], i.e., whoever has the privileges $P$ can use the relationship $\subseteq_P$ to release (endorse) information. With minimal encoding, it is also possible to address the what and when dimension using $\subseteq_P$. Specifically, the what dimension can be addressed by carefully designing the data type in such a way that there is an explicit distinction on what part of the data is allowed to be released. The when dimension, on the other hand, consists on designing the trusted modules in such a way that certain privileges can only be exercised when some, well-defined, events occurs.

In our model, privileges can be delegated. Specifically, a process may delegate privileges to another process according to the following definition:

**Definition 5 (Can-delegate relation).** A process with privilege $P$ can delegate any privilege $P'$, such that $P \implies P'$.
In other words, it is possible to delegate a privilege $P'$ that is at most as strong as the parent privilege $P$. In Section 5, we give a concrete example of using delegation to implement a privilege separation.

### 2.2 Ownership and categories

Our definition of DC label components as conjunctions of clauses, each imposing an information flow restriction, is similar to the DStar [31] label format which uses a set of categories, each of which is used to impose a flow restriction. Though the name category may be used interchangeably with clause, our categories differ from those of DStar (or even DLM) in that they are disjunctions of principals—hence the name, disjunction category labels.

The principals composing a category are said to own the category—every owner is trusted to uphold or bypass the restriction imposed by the category. For instance, the category $[\text{Bob} \lor \text{Alice}]$ is owned by both Alice and Bob. We can thus interpret the secrecy component $\{[\text{Bob} \lor \text{Alice}] \land \text{Preparer}\}$ to specify that data can be observed by the Preparer in collaboration with either Bob or Alice. Though implicit in our definition of a DC label, this joint ownership of a category allows for expressing quite complex policies. For example, to file joint taxes with Alice, Bob can simply labels the tax data $\{[\text{Bob} \lor \text{Alice}]\}, \{\text{Bob}\}$, and now the WebTax results can be observed by both him and Alice. Expressing such policies in other systems, such as DLM or DStar, can only be done through external means (e.g., by creating a new principal AliceBob and encoding its relationship to Alice and Bob in a centralized principal hierarchy).

In the previous section we represent privileges $P$ as a conjunction of principals for whom code is acting. Analogous to a principal owning a category, we say that a process (or computation) owns a principal if it acting or running on its behalf. (More generally, the code is said to own all the categories that compose $P$.)

### 3 Soundness

In this section, we show that the can-flow-to relation ($\sqsubseteq$) and the relation ($\sqsubseteq_P$) for can-flow-to given privileges $P$ satisfy various properties. We first show that $\sqsubseteq$, given in Definition 2, is partial order.

**Lemma 1 (DC labels form a partially ordered set).** The binary relation $\sqsubseteq$ over the set of all DC labels is a partial order.

**Proof.** Reflexivity and transitivity follow directly from the Reflexivity and transitivity of ($\Rightarrow$). By Definition 1, the components of a label, and thus the label, have a unique representation. Directly, the antisymmetry property holds.

Recall from Section 2 that for any two labels $L_1$ and $L_2$ there exists a join $L_1 \sqcup L_2$ and meet $L_1 \sqcap L_2$. The join must be the least upper bound of $L_1$ and $L_2$, with $L_1 \sqsubseteq L_1 \sqcup L_2$, and $L_2 \sqsubseteq L_1 \sqcup L_2$; conversely, the meet must be the greatest lower bound of $L_1$ and $L_2$, with $L_1 \sqcap L_2 \sqsubseteq L_1$ and $L_1 \sqcap L_2 \sqsubseteq L_2$. We prove these properties and show that DC labels form a lattice.
Proposition 1 (DC labels form a bounded lattice). DC labels with the partial order relation $\sqsubseteq$, join $\sqcup$, and meet $\sqcap$ form a bounded lattice with minimum element $\bot = \langle \text{True}, \text{False} \rangle$ and maximum element $\top = \langle \text{False}, \text{True} \rangle$.

Proof. The lattice property follows from Lemma 1, the definition of DC labels, and the definition of the join and meet as given in Definition 3.

It is worth noting that the DC label lattice is actually product lattice, i.e., a lattice where components are elements of a secrecy and (a dual) integrity lattice [29].

In Section 2.1 we detailed declassification and endorsement of data in terms of exercising privileges. Both actions constitute bypassing restrictions of $\sqsubseteq$ by using a more permissive relation $\sqsubseteq_P$. Here, we show that this privilege-exercising relation, as given in Definition 4, is a pre-order and that privilege delegation respects its restrictions.

Proposition 2 (The $\sqsubseteq_P$ relation is a pre-order). The binary relation $\sqsubseteq_P$ over the set of all DC labels is a pre-order.

Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity follow directly from the reflexivity and transitivity of $(\implies)$. Unlike $\sqsubseteq$, however, $\sqsubseteq_P$ is not necessarily antisymmetric (showing this, for a non-empty $P$, is trivial).

Informally, exercising privilege $P$ may allow a principal to ignore the distinction between certain pairs of clauses, hence $\sqsubseteq_P$ is generally not a partial order. Moreover, the intuition that $\sqsubseteq_P$, for any non-empty $P$, is always more permissive than $\sqsubseteq$ follows as a special case of the following proposition.

Proposition 3 (Privileges substitution). Given privileges $P$ and $P'$, if $P \implies P'$ then $P$ can always be substituted in for $P'$. Specifically, for all labels $L_1$ and $L_2$, if $P \implies P'$ and $L_1 \sqsubseteq_P L_2$ then $L_1 \sqsubseteq_P L_2$.

Proof. First, we note that if $P \implies P'$, then for any $X$, $X'$, such that $X \land P' \implies X'$, the proposition $X \land P \implies X \land P'$ holds trivially. By Definition 4, $L_1 \sqsubseteq_P L_2$ is equivalent to: $S_2 \land P' \implies S_1$ and $I_1 \land P' \implies I_2$. However, from $P \implies P'$, we have $S_2 \land P \implies S_2 \land P'$, $S_1$, and $I_1 \land P \implies I_1 \land P' \implies I_2$. Correspondingly, we have $L_1 \sqsubseteq_P L_2$.

Informally, if a piece of code exercises privileges $P'$ to read or endorse a piece of data, it can do so with $P$ as well. In other words, $\sqsubseteq_P$ is at least as permissive as $\sqsubseteq$. Letting $P' = \text{True}$, it directly follows that for any non-empty $P$, i.e., for $P \neq \text{True}$, the relation $\sqsubseteq_P$ is more permissive than $\sqsubseteq$. Moreover, negating the statement of the proposition (if $L_1 \not\sqsubseteq_P L_2$ then $L_1 \not\sqsubseteq_P L_2$) establishes that if exercising a privilege $P$ does not allow for the flow of information from $L_1$ to $L_2$, then exercising a privilege delegated from $P$ will also fail to allow the flow. This property is especially useful in guaranteeing soundness of privilege separation.
4 Model Extensions

The base DC label model, as described in Section 2, can be used to implement complex DIFC systems, despite its simplicity. Furthermore, the model can easily be further extended to support features of existing security (IFC and capability) systems, as we detail below.

4.1 Principal hierarchy

As previously mentioned, DLM [21] has a notion of a principal hierarchy defined by a reflexive and transitive relation, called acts for. Specifically, a principal \( p \) can act for another principal \( p' \), written \( p \geq p' \), if \( p \) is at least as powerful as \( p' \):

- \( p \) can read, write, declassify, and endorse all objects that \( p' \) can;
- the principal hierarchy tracks such relationships.

To incorporate this feature, we modify our model by encoding the principal hierarchy as a set of axioms \( \Gamma \). Specifically, if \( p \geq p' \), then \( (p \implies p') \in \Gamma \). Consequently, \( \Gamma \) is used as a hypothesis in every proposition. For example, without the principal hierarchy \( \emptyset \vdash p_1 \implies [p_2 \lor p_3] \) does not hold, but if \( p_1 \geq p_2 \) then \( (p_1 \implies p_2) \), \( \Gamma \vdash p_1 \implies [p_2 \lor p_3] \) does hold. We, however, note that our notion of privileges and label component clauses (disjunction categories) can be used to capture such policies, that are expressible in DLM only through the use of the principal hierarchy. Compared to DLM, DC labels can be used to express very flexible policies (e.g., joint ownership) even when \( \Gamma = \emptyset \).

4.2 Using DC labels in a distributed setting

For scalability, extending a system to a distributed setting is crucial. Addressing this issue, Zeldovich et al. [31], provide a distributed DIFC system, called DStar. DStar is a framework (and protocol) that extends OS-level DIFC systems to a distributed setting. Core to DStar is the notion of an exporter daemon, which, among other things, maps DStar network labels to OS local labels such as DC labels, and conversely. DC labels (and privileges) are a generalization of DStar labels (and privileges)—the core difference being the ability of DC labels to represent joint ownership of a category with disjunctions, a property expressible in DStar only with privileges. Hence, DC labels can directly be used when extending a system to a distributed setting. More interestingly, however, we can extend DStar, while remaining backwards compatible (since every DStar label can be expressed using a DC label), to use disjunction categories and thus, effectively, use DC labels as network labels—this extension is part of our future work.

4.3 Delegation and pseudo-principals

As detailed in Section 2.1, our decentralized privileges can be delegated and thus create a privilege hierarchy. Specifically, a process with a set of privileges may delegate a category it owns (in the form of a single-category privilege), which can then be further granted or delegated to another process.
In scenarios involving delegated privileges, we introduce the notion of a *pseudo-principal*. Pseudo-principals allow one to express providence on data, which is particularly useful in identifying the contributions of different computations to a task. A pseudo-principal is simply a principal (distinguished by the prefix `#`) that cannot be owned by any piece of code and can only be created when a privilege is delegated. Specifically, a process that owns principal `p` may delegate a single-category privilege `{p ∨ #c}` to a piece of code `c`. The disjunction is used to indicate that the piece of code `c` is responsible for performing a task been delegated by the code owning `p`, which also does not trust `c` with the privilege `p`. Observe that the singleton `{#c}` cannot appear in any privilege, and as a result, if some data is given to `p` with the integrity restriction `[p ∨ #c]`, then the piece of code `c` must have been the originator. In a system with multiple components, using pseudo-principals, one can enforce a pipeline of operations, as shown by the implementation of a mail delivery agent in Section 6.

We note that pseudo-principals are treated as ordinary principals in label operations. Moreover, in our implementation, the distinction is minimal: principals are strings that cannot contain the character `#`, while pseudo-principals are strings that always have the prefix `#`.

### 4.4 Privilege revocation

In dynamic systems, security policies change throughout the lifetime of the system. It is common for new users to be added and removed, as is for privileges to be granted and revoked [2]. Although our model can be extended to support revocation similar to that of public key infrastructures [11], we describe a selective revocation approach, common to capability-based systems [24].

To allow for the flexibility of selective revocation, it is necessary to keep track of a delegation chain with every category in a delegated privilege. For example, if processes `A` and `C` respectively delegate the single-principal privileges `{a}` and `{c}` to process `B`, `B`’s privilege will be encoded as `{(A → B), a},{(C → B), c}`. Similarly, if `B` delegates `{a ∨ c}` to `D`, the latter’s privilege set will be `{(A → B → D, C → B → D), [a ∨ c]}`. Now, to selectively revoke a category, a process updates a system-wide revocation set `Ψ` with a pair consisting of the chain prefix and a privilege (it delegated) to be revoked. For example, `A` can revoke `B`’s ownership of `{a}` by adding `{(A → B), a}` to `Ψ`. Consequently, when `B` or `D` perform a label comparison involving privileges, i.e., use ⊑P, the revocation set `Ψ` is consulted: since `A → B` is a prefix in both cases, and `a ⊑ a` and `a ⊑ [a ∨ c]`, neither `B` nor `D` can exercise their delegated privileges. More generally, ownership of single-category privilege `{c}` with chain `x` is revoked if there is a pair `(y, ψ) ∈ Ψ` such that the chain `y` is a prefix of a chain in `x` and `ψ ⊑ c`. We finally note that, although this description of revocation relies on a centralized revocation set `Ψ`, selective revocation, in practice, can be implemented without a centralized set, using patterns such as Redell’s “caretaker pattern” [24, 18] with wrapper, or membrane, objects transitive ly applying the revocation [19, 18].
5 Security Labeling Patterns

When building practical IFC systems, there are critical design decisions involving: (1) assigning labels to entities (data, channels, etc.), and (2) delegating privileges to executing code. In this section, we present patterns that can be used as a basis for these design decisions, illustrated using simplified examples of practical system applications.

5.1 Confinement and access control

A very common security policy is confinement: a program is allowed to compute on sensitive data but cannot export it [16, 26]. The tax-preparation example of Section 2 is an example of a system that enforces confinement.

In general, we may wish to confine a computation and guarantee that it does not release (by declassification) user A’s sensitive data to the public network or any other channel. Using the network as an illustrative example, and assuming A’s sensitive data is labeled $L_A$, confinement may be achieved by executing the computation with privileges $P$ chosen such that $L_A \not\subseteq P \subseteq L_{pub}$. A complication is that most existing IFC systems (though not all, see, e.g., [6, 14]) are susceptible to covert channel attacks that circumvent the restrictions based on labels and privileges. For example, a computation with no privileges might read sensitive data and leak information by, e.g., not terminating or affecting timing behavior.

To address confinement in the presence of covert channels, we use the notion of clearance [5], previously introduced and formalized in [30, 30, 28] in the context of IFC.

Clearance imposes an upper bound on the sensitivity of the data that the computation can read. To prevent a computation from accessing (reading or writing) data labeled $L_A$, we set the computation’s clearance to some $L_C$ such that $L_A \not\subseteq L_C$. With this restriction, the computation may read data labeled $L_D$ only if $L_D \subseteq L_C$. Observe that in a similar manner, clearance can be used to enforce other forms of discretionary access control.

5.2 Privilege separation

Using delegation, a computation may be compartmentalized into sub-computations, with the privileges of the computation subdivided so that each sub-computation runs with least privilege. Consider, for example, a privilege-separated mail delivery agent (MDA) that performs spam filtering.

As with many real systems, the example MDA of Fig. 2 is composed of different, and possibly untrustworthy, modules. In this example, the components are a network receiver, $R$, and a spam filter, $S$. Instead of combining the components into a monolithic MDA, the MDA author can segregate the untrustworthy components and execute them with the principle...
of least privilege. This avoids information leaks and corruption due to negligence or malfeasance on the component authors’ part. Specifically, the receiver \( R \) is executed with the delegated privilege \( \{ A \lor \# R \} \), and the spam filter \( S \) is executed with the privilege \( \{ A \lor \# S \} \). As a consequence, \( R \) and \( S \) cannot read \( A \)'s sensitive information and leak it to the network, corrupt \( A \)'s mailbox, nor forge data on \( A \)'s behalf.

Additionally, the MDA can enforce the policy that a mail message always passes through both receiver \( R \) and spam filter \( S \). To this end, the MDA includes a small, trusted forwarder \( F \), running with the privilege \( \{ A \} \), which endorses messages on behalf of \( A \) and writes them to the mailbox only after checking that they have been endorsed by both \( R \) and \( S \). In a similar manner, this example can be further extended to verify that the provenance of a message is the network interface, or that the message took a specific path (e.g., \( R \) then \( S \), but not \( S \) then \( R \)), among other.

5.3 User authentication

Another common requirement of security systems is user authentication. We consider password-based login as an example, where a successful authentication corresponds to granting the authenticated user the set of privileges associated with their credentials. Furthermore, we consider authentication in the context of (typed) language-level DIFC systems; an influential OS-level approach has been considered in [30]. Shown in Fig. 3 is an example system which consists of a login client \( L \), and an authentication service \( A_U \).

To authenticate user \( U \), the login client invokes the user authentication service \( A_U \), which runs with the \( \{ U \} \) privilege. Conceptually, when invoked with \( U \)'s correct credentials, \( A_U \) grants (by delegating) the caller the \( \{ U \} \) privilege. However, in actuality, the login client and authentication service are in mutual distrust: \( L \) does not trust \( A_U \) with \( U \)'s password, for \( A_U \) might be malicious and simply wish to learn the password, while \( A_U \) does not trust \( L \) to grant it the \( \{ U \} \) privilege without first verifying credentials. Consequently, the authentication requires several steps.

We note that due to the mutual distrust, the user’s stored salt \( s \) and password hash \( h = H(p || s) \) is labeled with both, the user and login client’s, principals, i.e., \( h \) and \( s \) have label \( \langle \{ U \land L \} , \{ U \land L \} \rangle \). Solely, labeling them \( \langle \{ U \} , \{ U \} \rangle \) would allow \( A_U \) to carry out an off-line attack to recover \( p \). The authentication procedure is as follows.

![Fig. 3: User authentication.](image-url)
1. The user’s input password $p'$ to the login client is labeled $\langle\{L\},\{L\}\rangle$, and along with a closure $C_L$ is passed to the authentication service $A_U$. As further detailed below, closures are used in this example as a manner to exercise privileges under particular conditions and operations.

2. $A_U$ reads $U$’s stored salt $s$ and password hash $h$. It then computes the hash $h' = H(p'\|s)$ and compares $h'$ with $h$. The label of this result is simply the join of $h$ and $h'$: $\langle\{U \land L\},\{L\}\rangle$. Since $A_U$ performed the computation, it endorses the result by adding $U$ to its integrity component; for clarity, we name this result $v$, as shown in Fig 3.

- **Remark:** At this point, neither $L$ nor $A_U$ are able to read and fully declassify the secret password-check result $v$. Moreover, without eliminating the mutual distrust, neither $L$ nor $S$ can declassify $v$ directly. Consider, for example, if $A_U$ is malicious and had, instead, performed a comparison of $H(p'||s)$ and $H(p''||s)$, for some guessed password $p''$. If $L$ were to declassify the result, $A_U$ would learn that $p = p''$, assuming the user typed in the correct password, i.e., $p = p'$. Hence, we rely on purely functional (and statically-typed) closures to carry out the declassification indirectly.

3. When invoking $A_U$, $L$ passed a declassification closure $C_L$, which has the $\{L\}$ privilege locally bound. Now, $A_U$ invokes $C_L$ with $v$ and its own declassification closure $C_{AU}$.

4. $C_L$ declassifies $v$ ($D_L$ in Fig. 3) to $\langle\{U\},\{U \land L\}\rangle$, and then invokes $C_{AU}$ with the new, partially-declassified result.

5. The $C_{AU}$ closure has the $\{U\}$ privilege bound and upon being invoked, simply verifies the result and its integrity ($V_U$ in Fig. 3). If the password is correct $v$ is true and then $C_{AU}$ returns the privilege $\{U\}$ labeled with $\langle\{L\},\text{True}\rangle$; otherwise it returns the empty privilege set. It is important that the integrity of $v$ be verified, for a malicious $L$ could provide a closure that forges password-check results, an attempt to wrongfully gain privileges.

6. The privilege returned from invoking $C_{AU}$ is endorsed by $C_L$ ($E_L$ in Fig. 3), only if its secrecy component is $L$. This asserts that upon returning the privilege from $C_L$, $A_U$ cannot check if the privilege is empty or not, and thus infer the comparison result.

7. It only remains for $A_U$ to forward the labeled privilege back to $L$.

We finally note that the authentication service is expected to keep state that tracks the number of attempts made by a login client, as each result leaks a bit of information; to limit the number of unsuccessful attempts requires the use of a (minimal) code that is trusted by both $L$ and $A_U$, as shown in [30].

6 Implementing DC labels

We present two Haskell implementations of DC labels\(^3\). The first, dclabel, is a library that provides a simple embedded domain specific language for constructing and working with dynamic labels and privileges. Principals in the dclabel

\(^3\) Available at http://www.scs.stanford.edu/~deian/dclabels
library are represented by strings, while label components are lists of clauses (categories), which, in turn, are lists of principals. We use lists as sets for simplicity and because Haskell supports list comprehension; this allowed for a very simple translation from the formal definitions of this paper to (under 180 lines of) Haskell code. We additionally implemented the instances necessary to use DC labels with the label-polymorphic dynamic DIFC library, LIO [28]. Given the simplicity of the implementation, we believe that porting it to other libraries, such as [17, 13], can be accomplished with minimal effort. Finally, we note that our implementation was thoroughly tested using the QuickCheck\(^4\) library, however formal verification of the implementation using Zeno [27], a Haskell automated proof system, was unsuccessful. This is primarily due to Zeno’s infancy and lack of support for analyzing Haskell list comprehension. A future direction includes implementing DC labels in Isabelle or Coq from which a provably-correct Haskell implementation can be extracted.

Although we have primarily focused on dynamic IFC, in cases where covert channels, runtime overhead, or failures are not tolerable, DC labels can also be used to enforce IFC statically. To this end, we implement dclabel-static, a prototype IFC system that demonstrates the feasibility of statically enforcing DIFC using secrecy-only DC labels, without modifying the Haskell language or the GHC compiler. Since DC labels are expressed using propositional logic, a programming language that has support for sum, product, and function types can be used, without modification, to enforce information flow control according to the Curry-Howard correspondence [12, 9]. According to the correspondence, disjunction, conjunction and implication respectively correspond to sum, product, and function types. Hence, for a secrecy-only DC label, to prove \(L_1 \sqsubseteq L_2\), i.e., \(L_2 \Rightarrow L_1\), we need only construct a function that has type \(L_2 \rightarrow L_1\): successfully type-checking a program directly corresponds to verifying that the code does not violate IFC.

The library exports various type classes and combinators that facilitates the enforcement of static IFC. For example, we provide type constructors to create labels from principals—a principal in this system is a type for which an instance of the Principal type class is defined. To label values, we associate labels with types. Specifically, a labeled type is a wrapper for a product type, whose first component is a label, and whose second component, the value, cannot be projected without declassification. The library further provides a function, relabel, which, given a labeled value (e.g., \((L_1, 3)\)), a new label \(L_2\), and a proof of \(L_1 \sqsubseteq L_2\) (a lambda term of type \(L_2 \rightarrow L_1\)), returns the relabeled value (e.g., \((L_2, 3)\)). Since providing such proofs is often tedious, we supply a tool called dcautoProve, that automatically inserts proofs of can-flow-to relations for expressions named auto, with an explicit type signature. Our automated theorem prover is based a variant of Gentzen’s LJ sequent calculus [7].

\(^4\) http://hackage.haskell.org/package/QuickCheck
7 Related work

DC labels closely resemble DLM labels [21] and their use in Jif [22]. Like DC labels, DLM labels express both secrecy and integrity policies. Core to a DLM label are components that specify an owner (who can declassify the data) and a set of readers (or writers). Compared to our disjunction categories, DLM does not allow for joint ownership of a component—they rely on a centralized principal hierarchy to express partial ownership. However, policies (natural to DLM) which allow for multiple readers, but a single owner, in our model, require a labeling pattern that relies on the notion of clearance, as discussed in Section 5 and used in existing DIFC systems [30, 31, 28]. Additionally, unlike to DLM labels as formalized in [20], DC labels form a bounded lattice with a join and meet that respectively correspond to the least upper bound and greatest lower bound; the meet for DLM labels is not always the greatest lower bound.

The language Paralocks [3] uses Horn clauses to encode fine-grained IFC policies following the notion of locks: certain flows are allowed when corresponding locks are open. Constraining our model to the case where a privilege set is solely a conjunction of principals, Paralocks be easily used to encode our model. However, it remain an open problem to determine if disjunctive privileges can be expressed in their notion of state.

The Asbestos [8] and HiStar [30] operating systems enforce DIFC using Asbestos labels. Asbestos labels use the notion of categories to specify information flow restrictions in a similar manner to our clauses/categories. Unlike DC labels, however, Asbestos labels do not rely on the notion of principals. We can map a subset of DC labels to Asbestos labels by mapping secrecy and integrity categories to Asbestos levels 3 and 0, respectively. Similarly ownership of a category maps to level *. This mapping is limited to categories with no disjunction, which are equivalent to DStar labels [31], as discussed in Section 4. Mapping disjunction categories can be accomplished by using the system's notion of privileges. Conversely, both Asbestos and DStar labels are subsumed by our model. Moreover, compared to these systems we give precise semantics, prove soundness of the label format, and show its use in enforcing DIFC statically.

Capability-based systems such as KeyKOS [1], and E [19] are often used to restrict access to data. Among other purposes, capabilities can be used to enforce discretionary access control (DAC), and though they can enforce MAC using patterns such as membranes, the capability model is complimentary. For instance, our notion of privilege is a capability, while a delegated privilege loosely corresponds to an attenuated capability. This notion of privileges as capabilities is like that of Flume [15]. However, whereas they consider two types of privilege (essentially one for secrecy and another for integrity), our notion of privilege directly corresponds to ownership and conferring the right to exercise it in any way. Moreover, delegated privileges and the notion of disjunction provides an equal abstraction.
8 Conclusion

Decentralized information flow control can be used to build applications that enforce end-to-end security policies using untrusted code. DIFC systems rely on labels to track and enforce information flow. We present disjunction category labels, a new label format useful in enforcing information flow control in systems with mutually distrusting parties. In this paper, we give precise semantics for DC labels and prove various security properties they satisfy. Furthermore, we introduce and prove soundness of decentralized privileges that are used in declassifying and endorsing data. Compared to Myers and Liskov’s DLM, our model is simpler and does not rely on a centralized principal hierarchy, our privilege hierarchy is distributed. We highlight the expressiveness of DC labels by providing several common design and labeling patterns. Specifically, we show how to employ DC labels to express confinement, access control, privilege separation, and authentication. Finally, further illustrating flexibility of the model, we describe two Haskell implementations: a library used to perform dynamic label checks, compatible with existing DIFC systems, and a prototype library that enforces information flow statically by leveraging Haskell’s module and type system.
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Introduction

• Protect military secret in Operating Systems

Labels denoting the sensitivity of the information being handled

When is it secure to communicate?

IPC

Process. Why that granularity?

Modern OS manifestation of MAC

CAUTION

NO LOGO

sel4

Modern OS manifestation of MAC

CAUTION

NO LOGO

sel4

Security checks

Write

No write down!

Read

No read up!

Principles

• The no write-down and no read-up are enough to implement systems which respect privacy
• It is a matter now of identifying read and write effects

Quiz: fwrite

Labeled resource

size_t fwrite(const void *ptr, size_t size, size_t count, FILE *stream);

It reads!

Integrity as the dual of confidentiality

• Confidentiality notion: secret data cannot influence (affect) public data
• Integrity notion: tainted data cannot influence (corrupt) trustworthy data

We focus on confidentiality
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Floating-label systems

- Read
- No read up!
- Too restrictive
- Read
- The label of the process accommodates according to the data being observed

Label creep

- Read
- The label of the process can become "too high, too soon" so it cannot perform any write!

- Solution?

Mitigating label creep

- Problem
- Read
- Write
- Secret
- Write
- Public
- Public

Mitigating label creep

- Mitigation: divide your applications into different processes
- Read
- Write
- Secret
- Secret
- Write
- Public
- Public

Mitigating label creep: shortcomings

1) Applications get divided due to security reason
2) Interprocess communication is expensive
3) Creating many dynamic processes is expensive

- Could we at least improve 2) and 3)?

MAC by programming languages

- MAC systems can be implemented using programming languages techniques
- Labeled computational tasks can be at the granularity of PL-abstractions
- Lightweight threads (LIO), Functions, iFrames (COWL)
- Instead of splitting your app in several processes, you might need to split it in several threads, functions, etc.
Covert channels

- A common criticism raised on MAC systems is the presence of covert channels.
- Features of the systems that were not originally designed to transmit information, but they can do so!

Termination • Time • Energy consumption

Attitude against covert channels

- In real systems, there would be always covert channels (and many of them!)
- **Attacker observational power**
  - Attacker requires physical access
  - Attacker requires access to a precise watch
  - Attacker observes abnormal termination
  - **Bandwidth**
  - It must be addressed a covert channels with high bandwidth and under the attacker observational power!

It is a practical problem!

- Termination can leak secrets at a high bandwidth in concurrent systems [Stefan et al. 2012]
- Location tracking by power consumption analysis [Michalevsky et al., 2015]
- Remotely breaking OpenSSL [Brumley and Boneh, 2003]
- **Cache-attacks**
  - Breaking AES [Osvik et al., 2005]
  - Leaking secrets from programs [Stefan et al., 2013]

Summary

- **Introduction to MAC systems**
- No read up, no write down principles
- Principled security checks based on read and write side-effects in operations
- Integrity as a dual
- Floating-label systems
- Label creep problem
- Mitigation
- PL approaches
- Covert channels
COWL

Introduction

- In a nutshell: (yet another) MAC for the browser

- The most distinctive feature of COWL?
  - It is conceived to work in a scenario of mutual distrust

- Others: one origin trusted, and one untrusted
  - What about if the untrusted origin wants to include another content from other origin?

Restricting cross-origin communication

- COWL controls intra- and extra-cross origin communication based on security labels (i.e., origins)

Managing the browsing context label

- COWL enables
- COWL.privacyLabel
- COWL.trustLabel
- COWL.privileges

To inspect the labels, just call .toString()

Upgrading the (privacy) label

- COWL is not a floating-label system
- Web pages need to explicitly program raising the browsing context label

COWL.privacyLabel.and(COWL.privileges.asLabel);
**Downgrading the (privacy) label**

- COWL allows to lower the brosing context label in a controlled manner (by exercising privileges)

```javascript
// Label() - Privilege(labelRole(http://alice.com:8080))
COWL.privacyLabel = COWL.privacyLabel.and(COWL.privacyLabel.asLabel);
// Label() - new Label()
COWL.privacyLabel = new Label();
// Label() - new Label("http://bob.com:9090")
COWL.privacyLabel = new Label();
// This fails!
```

**Intra-browser (cross-origin) communication**

- `postMessage` between iFrames
  - Fragmented Identifier (`http://web.com/x.html#id`)
  - Child frame changes the #id of the parent
  - COWL disallows it
  - Check file `WebSiteA/fragment-id.html`
- Height and width of windows (layout)
- Covert channel
  - Can you imagine how to write an attack?

**Extra-browser (cross-origin) communication**

- When the label is public, it behaves as before enabling COWL

**Extra-browser (cross-origin) communication**

- When the label contains one origin, XHR and CSP is redefined to restrict requests and fetch resources from that origin

**Extra-browser (cross-origin) communication**

- When the label contains more than one origins or a user-minted origin, no network communication is possible

**Sending postMessages**

```html
<iframe id="Bob" src="http://bob.com:9090/iframeBob.html">
  <script>
    iframeWin.postMessage(msg, "http://bob.com:9090/iframeBob.html");
  </script>
</iframe>
```

It sends to Bob's iframe a message and it indicates the origin acting as a sink for that message (it needs to match that of the iframe).
COWL postMessage communication

- Sending a postMessage is asynchronous
- Read, write, or both effects?
  - Write effect

If it does not hold, the message gets lost

Safe intra-browser communication (part I)

COWL.privacyLabel = COWL.privacyLabel.and(lblob.data.privacy);

Privileges manipulation

- Privileges are just as any other value
- However, they cannot be sent to another iFrame, etc.

// How we can read context
var privs = COWL.privileges();

// Privs, placed in a labeled msg to be sent across iframes
var lblob = new LabeledBlob(privs, "http://destiny.com");

- Once a privilege is given away, there is no turning back
- Privileges need to be carefully handled!
  - In the future, COWL will introduce a grant function for this purpose

privs
  [0x0]: COWL.privileges()

var message = lblob.data.blob;

var privs
  [0x0]: COWL.privileges()

// Now we can read content
var message = lblob.data.blob;

// Privs
// placed in a labeled msg to be sent across iframes
var lblob = new LabeledBlob(privs, "http://destiny.com");

- Write effect

Safe intra-browser communication (part II)

To read the message, the sink needs to get tainted with the label of the labeled blob

COWL.privacyLabel = COWL.privacyLabel.and(lblob.data.privacy);

Privileges manipulation

- Privileges are just as any other value
- However, they cannot be sent to another iFrame, etc.

// How we can read context
var privs = COWL.privileges();

// Privs, placed in a labeled msg to be sent across iframes
var lblob = new LabeledBlob(privs, "http://destiny.com");

- Once a privilege is given away, there is no turning back
- Privileges need to be carefully handled!
  - In the future, COWL will introduce a grant function for this purpose

var message = lblob.data.blob;

// Now we can read content
var message = lblob.data.blob;

// Privs
// placed in a labeled msg to be sent across iframes
var lblob = new LabeledBlob(privs, "http://destiny.com");

- Write effect

Safe intra-browser communication (part II)
Labeled workers

- Web workers are JavaScript threads
- Importantly, they do not have access to
  - The document, window, and parent objects
- COWL supports labeled workers
  - Benning workers (as invisible iFrames)
  - Malicious workers (not implemented yet)
  - Ideal for calling untrusted subroutines

Common programming pattern

```javascript
// Worker's code
var worker = new LWorker("http://some.code/file.js");
// How main page reacts to the worker
worker.onmessage = function(data) {
  // Sending messages to the worker
  worker.postMessage(msg);
}

// Sending messages to the parent
postMessage(msg);
```

Labeled workers implementation

- At the moment, COWL implements labeled
  workers as “invisible” iFrames
- Pros: easy to implement
- You can even check the source code
- Cons: it is heavyweight
- LWorkers would be natively supported in a near future

Demo

Files: WebsiteA/alicepass.html

Demo

Files: WebsiteA/alicepass_worker.html
User-minted privileges

- COWL grants origin privileges to browsing contexts
- User can mint their own privileges

```javascript
var userP = new FreshPrivilege();
// Privilege(Label(Role(moz
5
5335dd93
14fc
4435
aef7
c90515944572)));
```

- How can they be used?
  - To enforce browser confinement in browsing contexts

Confinement by user-minted privileges

- If the privacy label includes a label derived from a user-defined privilege, COWL drops network communication
- The child can only report back to the parent

Labeled creep and XHR responses

- To read a XHR response, a context needs to raise its current label
- This might lead to the problem of label creep
  - Imagine web pages which send several XHR requests to fetch different resources

Labeled XHR

- Web pages send requests and the result is encapsulated into a labeled blob
- Browsing context needs to get tainted when it needs to read the response, not to receive it
- COWL will provide labeled XHR in a near future
- You can program it around, ideas?

Summary

- Browsing contexts associated with labels
  - Local confinement policy
  - Labeled message blobs
  - Enforced confinement in cross-origin iframes
- Based on labels, COWL controls
  - XHR requests
  - Fetching cross-origin resources (img, JavaScripts, etc.)
- Labeled workers
  - Untrusted JS subroutines
- User-minted privileges
  - Browser confinement
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ABSTRACT
Modern web applications are conglomerations of JavaScript written by multiple authors: application developers routinely incorporate code from third-party libraries, and mashup applications synthesize data and code hosted at different sites. In current browsers, a web application’s developer and user must trust third-party code in libraries not to leak the user’s sensitive information from within applications. Even worse, in the status quo, the only way to implement some mashups is for the user to give her login credentials for one site to the operator of another site. Fundamentally, today’s browser security model trades privacy for flexibility because it lacks a sufficient mechanism for confining untrusted code. We present COWL, a robust JavaScript confinement system for modern web browsers. COWL introduces label-based mandatory access control to browsing contexts in a way that is fully backward-compatible with legacy web content. We use a series of case-study applications to motivate COWL’s design and demonstrate how COWL allows both the inclusion of untrusted scripts in applications and the building of mashups that combine sensitive information from multiple mutually distrusting origins, all while protecting users’ privacy. Measurements of two COWL implementations, one in Firefox and one in Chromium, demonstrate a virtually imperceptible increase in page-load latency.

1 INTRODUCTION
Web applications have proliferated because it is so easy for developers to reuse components of existing ones. Such reuse is ubiquitous. jQuery, a widely used JavaScript library, is included in and used by over 77% of the Quantcast top-10,000 web sites, and 59% of the Quantcast top-million web sites [3]. While component reuse in the venerable desktop software model typically involves libraries, the reusable components in web applications are not limited to just JavaScript library code—they further include network-accessible content and services.

The resulting model is one in which web developers cobble together multiple JavaScript libraries, web-based content, and web-based services written and operated by various parties (who in turn may integrate more of these resources) and build the required application-specific functionality atop them. Unfortunately, some of the many contributors to the tangle of JavaScript comprising an application may not have the user’s best interest at heart. The wealth of sensitive data processed in today’s web applications (e.g., email, bank statements, health records, passwords, etc.) is an attractive target. Miscreants may stealthily craft malicious JavaScript that, when incorporated into an application by an unwitting developer, violates the user’s privacy by leaking sensitive information.

Two goals for web applications emerge from the prior discussion: flexibility for the application developer (i.e., enabling the building of applications with rich functionality, composable from potentially disparate pieces hosted by different sites); and privacy for the user (i.e., to ensure that the user’s sensitive data cannot be leaked from applications to unauthorized parties). These two goals are hardly new: Wang et al. articulated similar ones, and proposed new browser primitives to improve isolation within mashups, including discretionary access control (DAC) for inter-frame communication [41]. Indeed, today’s browsers incorporate similar mechanisms in the guises of HTML5’s iframe sandbox and postMessage API [47]. And the Same-Origin Policy (SOP, reviewed in Section 2.1) prevents JavaScript hosted by one principal from reading content hosted by another.

Unfortunately, in the status-quo web browser security architecture, one must often sacrifice privacy to achieve flexibility, and vice-versa. The central reason that flexibility and privacy are at odds in the status quo is that the mechanisms today’s browsers rely on for providing privacy—the SOP, Content Security Policy (CSP) [42], and Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) [45]—are all forms of discretionary access control. DAC has the brittle character of either denying or granting untrusted code (e.g., a library written by a third party) access to data. In the former case, the untrusted JavaScript might need the sensitive data to implement the desired application functionality—hence, denying access prioritizes privacy over flexibility. In the latter, DAC exercises no control over what the untrusted code does with the sensitive data—and thus prioritizes flexibility over privacy. DAC is an essential tool in the privacy arsenal, but does not fit cases where one runs untrusted code on sensitive input, which are the norm for web applications, given their multi-contributor nature.

In practice, web developers turn their backs on privacy in favor of flexibility because the browser doesn’t offer
primitives that let them opt for both. For example, a developer may want to include untrusted JavaScript from another origin in his application. All-or-nothing DAC leads the developer to include the untrusted library with a script tag, which effectively bypasses the SOP, interpolating untrusted code into the enclosing page and granting it unfettered access to the enclosing page’s origin’s content. And when a developer of a mashup that integrates content from other origins finds that the SOP forbids his application from retrieving data from them, he designs his mashup to require that the user provide the mashup her login credentials for the sites at the two other origins—the epitome of “functionality over privacy.”

In this paper, we present COWL (Confinement with Origin Web Labels), a mandatory access control (MAC) system that confines untrusted JavaScript in web browsers. COWL allows untrusted code to compute over sensitive data and display results to the user, but prohibits the untrusted code from exfiltrating sensitive data (e.g., by sending it to an untrusted remote origin). It thus allows web developers to opt for both flexibility and privacy.

We consider four motivating example web applications—a password strength-checker, an application that imports the (untrusted) jQuery library, an encrypted cloud-based document editor, and a third-party mashup, none of which can be implemented in a way that preserves the user’s privacy in the status-quo web security architecture. These examples drive the design requirements for COWL, particularly MAC with symmetric and hierarchical confinement that supports delegation. Symmetric confinement allows mutually distrusting principals each to pass sensitive data to the other, and confine the other’s use of the passed sensitive data. Hierarchical confinement allows any developer to confine code she does not trust, and confinement to be nested to arbitrary depths. And delegation allows a developer explicitly to confer the privileges of one execution context on a separate execution context. No prior browser security architecture offers this combination of properties.

We demonstrate COWL’s applicability by implementing secure versions of the four motivating applications with it. Our contributions include:

- We characterize the shared needs of four case-study web applications (Section 2.2) for which today’s browser security architecture cannot provide privacy.
- We describe the design of the COWL label-based MAC system for web browsers (Section 3), which meets the requirements of the four case-study web applications.
- We describe designs of the four case-study web applications atop COWL (Section 4).
- We describe implementations of COWL (Section 5) for the Firefox and Chromium open-source browsers.

Our evaluation (Section 6) illustrates that COWL incurs minimal performance overhead over the respective baseline browsers.

2 BACKGROUND, EXAMPLES, & GOALS

A single top-level web page often incorporates multiple scripts written by different authors. Ideally, the browser should protect the user’s sensitive data from unauthorized disclosure, yet afford page developers the greatest possible flexibility to construct featureful applications that reuse functionality implemented in scripts provided by (potentially untrusted) third parties. To make concrete the diversity of potential trust relationships between scripts’ authors and the many ways page developers structure amalgamations of scripts, we describe several example web applications, none of which can be implemented with strong privacy for the user in today’s web browsers. These examples illustrate key requirements for the design of a flexible browser confinement mechanism. Before describing these examples, however, we offer a brief refresher on status-quo browser privacy polices.

2.1 Browser Privacy Policies

Browsing contexts Figure 1 depicts the basic building blocks of the current web security architecture. A browsing context (e.g., a page or frame) encapsulates presentable content and a JavaScript execution environment (heap and code) that interacts with content through the Document Object Model (DOM) [47]. Browsing contexts may be nested (e.g., by using iframes). They also may read and write persistent storage (e.g., cookies), issue network requests (either implicitly in page content that references a URL retrieved over the network, or explicitly in JavaScript, using the XMLHttpRequest (XHR) constructor), and communicate with other contexts (IPC-style via postMessage, or, in certain cases, by sharing DOM objects). Some contexts such as Web Workers [44] run JavaScript but do not instantiate a DOM. We use the terms context and compartment interchangeably to refer to both browsing contexts and workers, except when the more precise meaning is relevant.

Origins and the Same-Origin Policy Since different authors may contribute components within a page, today’s...
status quo browsers impose a security policy on interactions among components. Policies are expressed in terms of origins. An origin is a source of authority encoded by the protocol (e.g., https), domain name (e.g., fb.com), and port (e.g., 443) of a resource URL. For brevity, we elide the protocol and port from URLs throughout.

The same-origin policy specifies that an origin’s resources should be readable only by content from the same origin [7, 38, 52]. Browsers ensure that code executing in an a.com context can only inspect the DOM and cookies of another context if they share the same origin, i.e., a.com. Similarly, such code can only inspect the response to a network request (performed with XHR) if the remote host’s origin is a.com.

The SOP does not, however, prevent code from disclosing data to foreign origins. For example, code executing in an a.com context can trivially disclose data to b.com by using XHR to perform a network request; the SOP prevents the code from inspecting responses to such cross-origin XHR requests, but does not impose any restrictions on sending such requests. Similarly, code can exfiltrate data by encoding it in the path of a URL whose origin is b.com, and setting the src property of an img element to this URL.

Content Security Policy (CSP) Modern browsers allow the developer to protect a user’s privacy by specifying a CSP that limits the communication of a page—i.e., that disallows certain communication ordinarily permitted by the SOP. Developers may set individual CSP directives to restrict the origins to which a context may issue requests of specific types (for images or scripts, XHR destinations, etc.) [42]. However, CSP policies suffer from two limitations. They are static: they cannot change during a page’s lifetime (e.g., a page may not drop the privilege to communicate with untrusted origins before reading potentially sensitive data). And they are inaccessible: JavaScript code cannot inspect the CSP of its enclosing context or some other context, e.g., when determining whether to share sensitive data with that other context.

postMessage and Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) As illustrated in Figure 1, the HTML5 postMessage API [43] enables cross-origin communication in IPC-like fashion within the browser. To prevent unintended leaks [8], a sender always specifies the origin of the intended recipient; only a context with that origin may read the message.

CORS [45] goes a step further and allows controlled cross-origin communication between a browsing context of one origin and a remote server with a different origin. Under CORS, a server may include a header on returned content that explicitly whitelists other origin(s) allowed to read the response.

Note that both postMessage’s target origin and CORS are purely discretionary in nature: they allow static selection of which cross-origin communication is allowed and which denied, but enforce no confinement on a receiving compartment of differing origin. Thus, in the status-quo web security architecture, a privacy-conscious developer should only send sensitive data to a compartment of differing origin if she completely trusts that origin.

2.2 Motivating Examples

Having reviewed the building blocks of security policies in status-quo web browsers, we now turn to examples of web applications for which strong privacy is not achievable today. These examples illuminate key design requirements for the COWL confinement system.

Password Strength Checker Given users’ propensity for choosing poor (i.e., easily guessable) passwords, many web sites today incorporate functionality to check the strength of a password selected by a user and offer the user feedback (e.g., “too weak; choose another,” “strong,” etc.). Suppose a developer at Facebook (origin fb.com) wishes to re-use password-checking functionality provided in a JavaScript library by a third party, say, from origin sketchy.ru. If the developer at fb.com simply includes the third party’s code in a script tag referencing a resource at sketchy.ru, then the referenced script will have unfettered access to both the user’s password (provided by the Facebook page, which the library must see to do its job) and to write to the network via XHR. This simple state of affairs is emblematic of the ease with which naive web developers can introduce leaks of sensitive data in applications.

A more skilled web developer could today host the checker script on her own server and have that server specify a CSP policy for the page. Unfortunately, a CSP policy that disallows scripts within the page from initiating XHRs to any other origins is too inflexible, in that it precludes useful operations by the checker script, e.g., retrieving an updated set of regular expressions describing weak passwords from a remote server (essentially, “updating” the checker’s functionality). Doing so requires communicating with a remote origin. Yet a CSP policy that permits such communication, even with the top-level page’s same origin, is too permissive: a malicious script could potentially carry out a self-exfiltration attack and write the password to a public part of the trusted server [11, 50].

This trade-off between flexibility and privacy, while inherent to CSP, need not be fundamental to the web model. The key insight is that it is entirely safe and useful for an untrusted script to communicate with remote origins before it reads sensitive data. We note, then, the requirement of a confinement mechanism that allows code in a compartment to communicate with the network until it has been exposed to sensitive data. MAC-based confinement meets this requirement.
Figure 2: Third-party password checker architecture under COWL.

Figure 2 shows how such a design might look. In this and subsequent examples, rectangular frames denote compartments, arrows denote communication (either between a compartment and the network, or IPC-style between compartments), and events during execution are numbered sequentially in time. As we have proposed previously [49], compartments may be labeled (Section 3.1) with the origins to whose sensitive data they have been exposed. A compartment that has not yet observed sensitive data is denoted public; however, when it wishes to incorporate sensitive data, the compartment raises its label (at the cost of being more restricted in where it can write). We illustrate the raising of a label with a “flash” connoting the sensitivity of data being integrated. A compartment’s privilege (Section 3.3), which specifies the origins for which a script executing in that compartment is trusted, is indicated by a crown. Here, a top-level page at fb.com encapsulates a password-checker script from a third-party origin in a new compartment. The label of the new compartment is initially public. First, in step (1), the checker script is free to download updated regular expressions from an arbitrary remote origin. In step (2), the top-level page sends the user’s password to the checker script’s worker using postMessage; the password is labeled fb.com to indicate that the data is sensitive to this origin (Section 3.2). In step (3) the checker raises its label to reflect that the context is about to be exposed to sensitive data from fb.com and inspects the password. When the label is raised, COWL atomically denies the context further access to the network in step (3). However, the checker script is free to compute the result, which it then returns via postMessage to the top-level page in step (4); the result carries the label fb.com to reflect that the sender may be sending data derived from sensitive data owned by fb.com. Since the top-level page has the fb.com privilege, it can simply read the data (without raising its label).

Encrypted Document Editor Today’s web applications, such as in-browser document editors backed by cloud-based storage (e.g., Google Docs), typically require the user to trust the app developer/cloud-based storage provider (often the same principal under the SOP) with the data in her documents. That is, the provider’s server observes the user’s data in cleartext. Suppose an organization wished to use an in-browser document editor but did not want to reveal its users’ document data to the editor provider’s server. How might the provider offer a privacy-preserving editor app that would satisfy the needs of such a privacy-conscious organization? One promising approach might be for the “customer” privacy-sensitive organization to implement a trusted document encryption service hosted at its own origin, distinct from that which hosts the editor app. The editor app could allow the user to specify a JavaScript “plugin” library she trusts to perform cryptography correctly. In this design, one origin serves the JavaScript code for the editor app (say, gdocs.com) and a different origin serves the JavaScript code for the cryptography library (say, eff.org). Note that these two origins may be mutually distrusting. gdocs.com’s script must pass the document’s cleartext to a script from eff.org for encryption, but would like to confine the execution of the encryption script so that it cannot exfiltrate the document to any origin other than gdocs.com. Similarly, eff.org’s cryptography library may not trust gdocs.com with the cleartext document—it would like to confine gdocs.com’s editor to prevent exfiltration of the cleartext document to gdocs.com (or to any other origin). This simple use case highlights the need for symmetric confinement: when two mutually distrusting scripts from different origins communicate, each must be able to confine the other’s further use of data it provides.

Third-Party Mashup Some of the most useful web applications are mashups; these applications integrate and compute over data hosted by multiple origins. For example, consider an application that reconciles a user’s Amazon purchases (the data for which are hosted by amazon.com) against a user’s bank statement (the data for which are hosted by chase.com). The user may well deem both these categories of data sensitive and will furthermore not want data from Amazon to be exposed to her bank or vice-versa, nor to any other remote party. Today, if one of the two providers implements the mashup, its application code must bypass the SOP to allow sharing of data across origin boundaries, e.g., by communicating between iframes with postMessage or setting a permissive CORS policy. This approach forfeits privacy: one origin sends sensitive data to the other, after which the receiving origin may exfiltrate that sensitive data at will. Alternatively, a third-party developer may wish to implement and offer this mashup application. Users of such a third-party mashup give up their privacy, usually by simply...
handing off credentials, as again today’s browser enforces no policy that confines the sensitive data the mashup’s code observes within the browser. To enable third-party mashups that do not sacrifice the user’s privacy, we note again the need for an untrusted script to be able to issue requests to multiple remote origins (e.g., amazon.com and chase.com), but to lose the privilege to communicate over the network once it has read the responses from those origins. Here, too, MAC-based confinement addresses the shortcomings of DAC.

**Untrusted Third-Party Library**  Web application developers today make extensive use of third-party libraries like jQuery. Simply importing a library into a page provides no isolation whatsoever between the untrusted third-party code and any sensitive data within the page. Developers of applications that process sensitive data want the convenience of reusing popular libraries. But such reuse risks exfiltration of sensitive data by these untrusted libraries. Note that because jQuery requires access to the content of the entire page that uses it, we cannot isolate jQuery in a separate compartment from the parent’s, as we did for the password-checker example. Instead, we observe that jQuery demands a design that is a mirror image of that for confining the password checker: we place the trusted code for a page in a separate compartment and deem the rest of the page (including the untrusted jQuery code) as untrusted. The trusted code can then communicate with remote origins and inject sensitive data into the untrusted page, but the untrusted page (including jQuery) cannot communicate with remote origins (and thus cannot exfiltrate sensitive data within the untrusted page). This refactoring highlights the need for a confinement system that supports delegation and dropping privilege: a page should be able to create a compartment, confer its privileges to communicate with remote origins on that compartment, and then give these privileges up.

We note further that any library author may wish to reuse functionality from another untrusted library. Accordingly, to allow the broadest reuse of code, the browser should support hierarchical confinement—the primitives for confining untrusted code should allow not only a single level of confinement (one trusted context confining one untrusted context), but arbitrarily many levels of confinement (one trusted context confining an untrusted one, that in turn confines a further untrusted one, etc.).

2.3 Design Goals

We have briefly introduced four motivating web applications that achieve rich functionality by combining code from one or more untrusted parties. The privacy challenges that arise in such applications are unfortunately unaddressed by status-quo browser security policies, such as the SOP. These applications clearly illustrate the need for robust yet flexible confinement for untrusted code in browsers. To summarize, these applications would appear to be well served by a system that:

- Applies mandatory access control (MAC);
- Is symmetric, i.e., it permits two principals to mutually distrust one another, and each prevent the other from exfiltrating its data;
- Is hierarchical, i.e., it permits principal A to confine code from principal B that processes A’s data, while principal B can independently confine code from principal C that processes B’s data, etc.;
- Supports delegation and dropping privilege, i.e., it permits a script running in a compartment with the privilege to communicate with some set of origins to confer those privileges on another compartment, then relinquish those privileges itself.

In the next section, we describe COWL, a new confinement system that satisfies these design goals.

3 The COWL Confinement System

The COWL confinement system extends the browser security model while leaving the browser fully compatible with today’s “legacy” web applications. Under COWL, the browser treats a page exactly like a legacy browser does unless the page executes a COWL API operation, at which point the browser records that page as running in confinement mode, and all further operations by that page are subject to confinement by COWL. COWL augments today’s web browser with three primitives, all of which appear in the simple password-checker application example in Figure 2.

**Labeled browsing contexts** enforce MAC-based confinement of JavaScript at the granularity of a context (e.g., a worker or iframe). The rectangular frames in Figure 2 are labeled contexts. As contexts may be nested, labeled browsing contexts allow hierarchical confinement, whose importance for supporting nesting of untrusted libraries we discussed in Section 2.2.

When one browsing context sends sensitive information to another, a sending context can use labeled communication to confine the potentially untrusted code receiving the information. This enables symmetric confinement, whose importance in building applications that compose mutually distrusting scripts we articulated in Section 2.2. In Figure 2, the arrows between compartments indicate labeled communication, where a subprotocol on the communicated data denotes the data’s label.

COWL may grant a labeled browsing context one or more privileges, each with respect to an origin, and each of which reflects trust that the scripts executing within
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4In prior work, we described how confinement can subsume today’s browser security primitives, and advocated replacing them entirely with a clean-slate, confinement-based model [49]. In this paper, we instead prioritize incremental deployability, which requires coexistence alongside the status quo model.
that context will not violate the secrecy and integrity of that origin’s data, e.g., because the browser retrieved them from that origin. A privilege authorizes scripts within a context to execute certain operations, such as declassification and delegation, whose abuse would permit the release of sensitive information to unauthorized parties. In COWL, we express privilege in terms of origins. The crown icon in the left compartment in Figure 2 denotes that this compartment may execute privileged operations on data labeled with the origin fb.com—more succinctly, that the compartment holds the privilege for fb.com. The compartment uses that privilege to remain unconfined by declassifying the checker response labeled fb.com.

We now describe these three constructs in greater detail.

3.1 Labeled Browsing Contexts

A COWL application consists of multiple labeled contexts. Labeled contexts extend today’s browser contexts, used to isolate iframes, pages, etc., with MAC labels. A context’s label specifies the security policy for all data within the context, which COWL enforces by restricting the flow of information to and from other contexts and servers.

As we have proposed previously [33, 49], a label is a pair of boolean formulas over origins: a secrecy formula specifying which origins may read a context’s data, and an integrity formula specifying which origins may write it. For example, only Amazon or Chase may read data labeled \{(amazon.com ∨ chase.com, amazon.com)\}, and only Amazon may modify it. Amazon could assign this label to its order history page to allow a Chase-hosted mashup to read the user’s purchases. On the other hand, after a third-party mashup hosted by mint.com (as described in Section 2.2) reads both the user’s Chase bank statement data and Amazon purchase data, the label on data produced by the third-party mashup will be \{(amazon.com ∧ chase.com, mint.com)\}. This secrecy label component specifies that the data may be sensitive to both parties, and without both their consent (see Section 3.3), it should only be read by the user; the integrity label component, on the other hand, permits only code hosted by Mint to modify the resulting data.

COWL enforces label policies in a MAC fashion by only allowing a context to communicate with other contexts or servers whose labels are at least as restricting. (A server’s “label” is simply its origin.) Intuitively, when a context wishes to send a message, the target must not allow additional origins to read the data (preserving secrecy). Dually, the source context must not be writable by origins not otherwise trusted by the target. That is, the source must be at least as trustworthy as the target. We say that such a target label “subsumes” the source label. For example, a context labeled \{(amazon.com, mint.com)\} can send messages to one labeled \{(amazon.com ∧ chase.com, mint.com)\}, since the latter is trusted to preserve the privacy of \{amazon.com\} (and \{chase.com\}). However, communication in the reverse direction is not possible since it may violate the privacy of \{chase.com\}. In the rest of this paper, we limit our discussion to secrecy and only comment on integrity where relevant; we refer the interested reader to [33] for a full description of the label model.

A context can freely raise its label, i.e., change its label to any label that is more restricting, in order to receive a message from an otherwise prohibited context. Of course, in raising its label to read more sensitive data from another context, the context also becomes more restricted in where it can write. For example, a Mint context labeled \{(amazon.com)\} can raise its label to \{(amazon.com ∧ chase.com)\} to read bank statements, but only at the cost of giving up its ability to communicate with Amazon (or, for that matter, any other servers). When creating a new context, code can impose an upper bound on the context’s label to ensure that untrusted code cannot raise its label and read data above this clearance. This notion of clearance is well established [14, 17, 34, 35, 51]; we discuss its relevance to covert channels in Section 7.

As noted, COWL allows a labeled context to create additional labeled contexts, much as today’s browsing contexts can create sub-compartments in the form of iframes, workers, etc. This functionality is crucial for compartmentalizing a system hierarchically, where the developer places code of different degrees of trustworthiness in separate contexts. For example, in the password checker example in Section 2.2, we create a child context in which we execute the untrusted checker script. Importantly, however, code should not be able to leak information by laundering data through a newly created context. Hence, a newly created context implicitly inherits the current label of its parent. Alternatively, when creating a child, the parent may specify an initial current label for the child that is more restrictive than the parent’s, to confine the child further. Top-level contexts (i.e., pages) are assigned a default label of public, to ensure compatibility with pages written for the legacy SOP. Such browsing contexts can be restricted by setting a COWL-label HTTP response header, which dictates the minimal document label the browser must enforce on the associated content.

COWL applications can create two types of context. First, an application can create standard (but labeled) contexts in the form of pages, iframes, workers, etc. Indeed, it may do so because a COWL application is merely a regular web application that additionally uses the COWL API. It thus is confined by MAC, in addition to today’s web security policies. Note that to enforce MAC, COWL must mediate all pre-existing communication channels—even
subtle and implicit channels, such as content loading—according to contexts’ labels. We describe how COWL does so in Section 5.

Second, a COWL application can create labeled contexts in the form of lightweight labeled workers (LWorkers). Like normal workers [44], the API exposed to LWorkers is minimal; it consists only of constructs for communicating with the parent, the XHR constructor, and the COWL API. Unlike normal workers, which execute in separate threads, an LWorker executes in the same thread as its parent, sharing its event loop. This sharing has the added benefit of allowing the parent to give the child (labeled) access to its DOM, any access to which is treated as both a read and a write, i.e., bidirectional communication. Our third-party library example uses such a DOM worker to isolate the trusted application code, which requires access to the DOM, from the untrusted jQuery library. In general, LWorkers—especially when given DOM access—simplify the isolation and confinement of scripts (e.g., the password strength checker) that would otherwise run in a shared context, as when loaded with script tags.

3.2 Labeled Communication

Since COWL enforces a label check whenever a context sends a message, the design described thus far is already symmetric: a source context can confine a target context by raising its label (or a child context’s label) and thereafter send the desired message. To read this message, the target context must confine itself by raising its label accordingly. These semantics can make interactions between contexts cumbersome, however. For example, a sending context may wish to communicate with multiple contexts, and need to confine those target contexts with different labels, or even confine the same target context with different labels for different messages. And a receiving context may need unfettered communication with one or more origins for a time before confining itself by raising its label to receive a message. In the password-checker example application, the untrusted checker script at the right of Figure 2 exhibits exactly this latter behavior: it needs to communicate with untrusted remote origin sketchy.ru before reading the password labeled fb.com.

Labeled Blob Messages (Intra-Browser) To simplify communication with confinement, we introduce the labeled Blob, which binds together the payload of an individual inter-context message with the label protecting it. The payload takes the form of a serialized immutable object of type Blob [47]. Encapsulating the label with the message avoids the cumbersome label raises heretofore necessary in both sending and receiving contexts before a message may even be sent or received. Instead, COWL allows the developer sending a message from a context to specify the label to be attached to a labeled Blob; any label as or more restrictive than the sending context’s current label may be specified (modulo its clearance). While the receiving context may receive a labeled Blob with no immediate effect on the origins with which it can communicate, it may only inspect the label, not the payload.6 Only after raising its label as needed may the receiving context read the payload.

Labeled Blobs simplify building applications that incorporate distrust among contexts. Not only can a sender impose confinement on a receiver simply by labeling a message; a receiver can delay inspecting a sensitive message until it has completed communication with untrusted origins (as does the checker script in Figure 2). They also ease the implementation of integrity in applications, as they allow a context that is not trusted to modify content in some other context to serve as a passive conduit for a message from a third context that is so trusted.

Labeled XHR Messages (Browser–Server) Thus far we have focused on confinement as it arises when two browser contexts communicate. Confinement is of use in browser-server communication, too. As noted in Section 3.1, COWL only allows a context to communicate with a server (whether with XHR, retrieving an image, or otherwise) when the server’s origin subsumes the context’s label. Upon receiving a request, a COWL-aware web server may also wish to know the current label of the context that initiated it. For this reason, COWL attaches the current label to every request the browser sends to a server.7 As also noted in Section 3.1, a COWL-aware web server may elect to label a response it sends to the client by including a COWL-label header on it. In such cases, the COWL-aware browser will only allow the receiving context to read the XHR response if its current label subsumes that on the response.

Here, again, a context that receives labeled data—in this case from a server—may wish to defer raising its label until it has completed communication with other remote origins. To give a context this freedom, COWL supports labeled XHR communication. When a script invokes COWL’s labeled XHR constructor, COWL delivers the response to the initiating script as a labeled Blob. Just as with labeled Blob intra-browser IPC, the script is then free to delay raising its label to read the payload of the response—and delay being confined—until after it has completed its other remote communication. For example, in the third-party mashup example, Mint only confines itself once it has received all necessary (labeled) responses from both Amazon and Chase. At this point it processes the data and displays results to the user, but it can no longer send requests since doing so may leak
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6The label itself cannot leak information—COWL still ensures that the target context’s label is at least as restricting as that of the source.
7COWL also attaches the current privilege; see Section 3.3.
3.3 Privileges

While confinement handily enforces secrecy, there are occasions when an application must eschew confinement in order to achieve its goals, and yet can uphold secrecy while doing so. For example, a context may be confined with respect to some origin (say, a.com) as a result of having received data from that origin, but may need to send an encrypted version of that data to a third-party origin. Doing so does not disclose sensitive data, but COWL would normally prohibit such an operation. In such situations, how can a context declare data, and thus be permitted to send to an arbitrary recipient, or avoid the recipient’s being confined?

COWL’s privilege primitive enables safe declassification. A context may hold one or more privileges, each with respect to some origin. Possession of a privilege for an origin by a context denotes trust that the scripts that execute within that context will not compromise the secrecy of data from that origin. Where might such trust come from (and hence how are privileges granted)? Under the SOP, when a browser retrieves a page from a.com, any script within the context for the page is trusted not to violate the secrecy of a.com’s data, as these scripts are deemed to be executing on behalf of a.com. COWL makes the analogous assumption by granting the privilege for a.com to the context that retrieves a page from a.com. Scripts executing in that context are similarly deemed to be executing on behalf of a.com, and thus are trusted not to leak a.com’s data to unauthorized parties—even though they can declassify data. Only the COWL runtime can create a new privilege for a valid remote origin upon retrieval of a page from that origin; a script cannot synthesize a privilege for a valid remote origin.

To illustrate the role of privileges in declassification, consider the encrypted Google Docs example application. In the implementation of this application atop COWL, code executing on behalf of eff.org (i.e., in a compartment holding the eff.org privilege) with a current label (eff.org ∧ gdoc.com) is permitted to send messages to a context labeled (gdoc.com). Without the eff.org privilege, this would not be allowed, as it may leak the EFF’s information to Google.

Similarly, code can declassify information when unlabeled messages. Consider now the password checker example application. The left context in Figure 2 leverages its fb.com privilege to declassify the password strength result, which is labeled with its origin, to avoid (unecessarily) raising its label to fb.com.

COWL generally exercises privileges implicitly: if a context holds a privilege, code executing in that context will, with the exception of sending a message, always attempt to use it. COWL, however, lets code control the use of privileges by allowing code to get and set the underlying context’s privileges. Code can drop privileges by setting its context’s privileges to null. Dropping privileges is of practical use in confining closely coupled untrusted libraries like jQuery. Setting privileges, on the other hand, increases the trust placed in a context by authorizing it to act on behalf of origins. This is especially useful since COWL allows one context to delegate its privileges (or a subset of them) to another; this functionality is also instrumental in confining untrusted libraries like jQuery. Finally, COWL also allows a context to create privileges for fresh origins, i.e., unique origins that do not have a real protocol (and thus do not map to real servers). These fresh origins are primarily used to completely confine a context: the sender can label messages with such an origin, which upon inspection will raise the receiver’s label to this “fake” origin, thereby ensuring that it cannot communicate except with the parent (which holds the fresh origin’s privilege).

4 Applications

In Section 2.2, we characterized four applications and explained why the status-quo web architecture cannot accommodate them satisfactorily. We then described the COWL system’s new browser primitives. We now close the loop by demonstrating how to build the aforementioned applications with the COWL primitives.

Encrypted Document Editor The key feature needed by an encrypted document editor is symmetric confinement, where two mutually distrusting scripts can each confine the other’s use of data they send one another. Asymmetrically conferring COWL privileges on the distrusting components is the key to realizing this application.

Figure 3 depicts the architecture for an encrypted document editor. The editor has three components: a component which has the user’s Google Docs credentials and communicates with the server (gdoc.com), the editor proper (also gdoc.com), and the component that performs encryption (eff.org). COWL provides privacy as follows: if eff.org is honest, then COWL ensures that the cleartext of the user’s document is not leaked to any origin. If only gdoc.com is honest, then gdoc.com may be able to recover cleartext (e.g., the encryptor may have used the null “cipher”), but the encryptor should not be able to exfiltrate the cleartext to anyone else.

How does execution of the encrypted document editor proceed? Initially, gdoc.com downloads (1) the en-
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8 To continuously process data in “streaming” fashion, one may partition the application into contexts that poll Amazon and Chase’s servers for new data and pass labeled responses to the confined context that processes the payloads of the responses.

9 While the alternative approach of explicit exercise of privileges (e.g., when registering an onmessage handler) may be safer [23, 34, 51], we find it a poor fit with existing asynchronous web APIs.
Figure 3: Encrypted document editor architecture.

Figure 4: Third-party mashup under COWL.

crypted document from Google’s servers. As the document is encrypted, it opens an iframe to eff.org, with initial label public so it can communicate with the eff.org server and download the private key (2) which will be used to decrypt the document. Next, it sends the encrypted document as a labeled Blob, with the label \( \langle \text{gdoc.com} \rangle \) (3); the iframe unlabels the Blob and raises its label (4) so it can decrypt the document. Finally, the iframe passes the decrypted document (labeled as \( \langle \text{gdoc.com} \land \text{eff.org} \rangle \)) to the iframe (5) implementing the editor proper.

To save the document, these steps proceed in reverse: the editor sends a decrypted document to the encryptor (5), which encrypts it with the private key. Next, the critical step occurs: the encryptor exercises its privileges to send a labeled blob of the encrypted document which is only labeled (gdoc.com) (3). Since the encryptor is the only compartment with the eff.org privilege, all documents must pass through it for encryption before being sent elsewhere; conversely, it itself cannot exfiltrate any data, as it is confined by gdoc.com in its label.

We have implemented a password manager atop COWL that lets users safely store passwords on third-party web-accessible storage. We elide its detailed design in the interest of brevity, and note only that it operates similarly to the encrypted document editor.

Third-Party Mashup Labeled XHR as composed with CORS is central to COWL’s support for third-party mashups. Today’s CORS policies are DAC-only, such that a server must either allow another origin to read its data and fully trust that origin not to disclose the data, or deny the other origin access to the data altogether. Under COWL, however, a server could CORS-whitelist a foreign origin to permit that origin to read its data, and by setting a label on its response, be safe in the knowledge that COWL would appropriately confine the foreign origin’s scripts in the browser.

Figure 4 depicts an application that reconciles a user’s Amazon purchases and bank statement. Here, Chase and Amazon respectively expose authenticated read-only APIs for bank statements and purchase histories that whitelist known applications’ origins, such as mint.com, but set MAC labels on responses.

As discussed in Section 7, with MAC in place, COWL allows users to otherwise augment CORS by whitelisting foreign origins on a per-origin basis. The mashup makes requests to both web sites using labeled XHR (1) to receive the bank statement and purchase history as labeled Blobs. Once all of the information is received, the mashup unlabels the responses and raises its context’s label accordingly (2–3); doing so restricts communication to the web at large.

Note that in contrast to when solely using CORS, by setting MAC labels on responses, Chase and Amazon need not trust Mint to write bug-free code—COWL confines the Mint code to ensure that it cannot arbitrarily leak sensitive data. As we discuss in Section 7, however, a malicious Mint application could potentially leak data through covert channels. We emphasize that COWL nevertheless offers a significant improvement over the status quo, in which, e.g., users give their login credentials to Mint, and thus not only trust Mint to keep their bank statements confidential, but also not to steal their funds!

Untrusted Third-Party Library COWL can confine tightly coupled untrusted third-party libraries like jQuery by delegating privileges to a trusted context and subsequently dropping them from the main page. In doing so, COWL completely confines the main page, and ensures that it can only communicate with the trusted and unconfined context. Here, the main page may start out with sensitive data in context, or alternatively, receive it from the trusted compartment.

10On authentication: note that when the browser sends any XHR (labeled or not) from a foreign origin to origin chase.com, it still includes any cookies cached for chase.com in the request.
interface LabeledBlob {
  readonly attribute Label label
  readonly attribute Blob blob
}

interface LWorker :
  LWorker LWorker(String, Label {
    Privilege, object})
  postMessage(object)
  attribute EventHandler onmessage

(a) Labels and privileges.

interface LabeledBlob :
  readonly attribute Label label
  readonly attribute Blob blob

(b) Labeled Blobs.

interface COWL :
  static void enable()
  static attribute Label label
  static attribute Label clearance
  static attribute Privilege privilege

interface LWorker :
  LWorker LWorker(String, Label {
    Privilege, object})
  postMessage(object)
  attribute EventHandler onmessage

(c) Labeled compartments.

Figure 6: COWL programming interface in simplified WebIDL.

Figure 5 shows how to use COWL to confine the untrusted jQuery library referenced by a web page. The goal is to establish a separate DOM worker with the a.com privilege, while the main browsing context runs jQuery in confined fashion—without privileges or the ability to talk to the network. Initially the main browsing context holds the a.com privilege. The page generates a fresh origin unq0 and spawns a DOM worker (1), delegating it both privileges. The main context then drops its privileges and raises its label to unq0 (2). Finally, the trusted worker downloads jQuery (3) and injects the script content into the main context’s DOM (4). When the library is loaded, the main context becomes untrusted, but also fully confined. As the trusted DOM worker holds both privileges, it can freely modify the DOM of the main context, as well as communicate with the wider web. One may view this DOM worker as a firewall between the page proper (with the untrusted library) and the rest of the world.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented COWL in Firefox 31.0a1 and Chromium 31.0.1612.0. Because COWL operates at a context granularity, it admits an implementation as a new DOM-level API for the Gecko and Blink layout engines, without any changes to the browsers’ JavaScript engines. Figure 6 shows the core parts of this API. We focus on the Fire-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>postMessage</td>
<td>Cross-compartment wrappers11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM window properties</td>
<td>Cross-compartment wrappers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content loading</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XHR</td>
<td>CSP + DOM interposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser storage</td>
<td>SOP + CSP (sandbox)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (e.g., iframe height)</td>
<td>DOM interposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Confining code from exfiltrating data using existing browser mechanisms.

Since the Chromium architecture does not have cross-compartment wrappers, we modify the DOM binding code to insert label checks.

5.1 Labeled Browsing Contexts

Gecko’s existing isolation model relies on JavaScript compartments, i.e., disjoint JavaScript heaps, both for efficient garbage collection and security isolation [40]. To achieve isolation, Gecko performs all cross-compartment communication (e.g., postMessage between iframes) through wrappers that implement the object-capability membrane pattern [21, 22]; membranes enable sound reasoning about “border crossing” between compartments. Wrappers ensure that an object in one compartment can never directly reference another object in a different compartment. Wrappers also include a security policy, which enforces all inter-compartment access control checks specified by the SOP. Security decisions are made with respect to a compartment’s security principal, which contains the origin and CSP of the compartment.

Since COWL’s security model is very similar to this existing model, we can leverage these wrappers to introduce COWL’s new security policies. We associate a label, clearance, and privilege with each compartment alongside the security principal. Wrappers consider all of these properties together when making security decisions.

Intra-Browser Confinement As shown in Table 1, we rely on wrappers to confine cross-compartment communication. Once confinement mode is enabled, we “recompute” all cross-compartment wrappers to use our MAC wrapper policy and thereby ensure that all subsequent cross-compartment access is mediated not only by the SOP, but also by confinement. For postMessage, our policy ensures that the receiver’s label subsumes that of the sender (taking the receiver’s privileges into consideration); otherwise the message is silently dropped. For a cross-compartment DOM property access, we additionally check that the sender’s label subsumes that of the receiver—i.e., that the labels of the compartments are equivalent after considering the sender’s privileges (in addition to the same-origin check performed by the SOP).

Blink’s execution contexts (the dual to Gecko’s compartments) do not rely on wrappers to enforce cross-context access control. Instead, Blink implements the
SOP security checks in the DOM binding code for a limited subset of DOM elements that may allow cross-origin access. Since COWL policies are more fine-grained, we modified the binding code to extend the security checks to all DOM objects and also perform label checks when confinement mode is enabled. Unfortunately, without wrappers, shared references cannot efficiently be revoked (i.e., without walking the heap). Hence, before enabling confinement mode, a page can create a same-origin iframe with which it shares references, and the iframe can thereafter leak any data from the parent even if the latter’s label is raised. To prevent this eventuality, our current Chromium API allows senders to disallow unlabeled Blobs if the target created any children before entering confinement mode.

Our implementations of LWorkers, whose API appears in Figure 6c, reuse labeled contexts straightforwardly. In fact, the LWorker constructor simply creates a new compartment with a fresh origin that contains a fresh JavaScript global object to which we attach the XHR constructor, COWL API, and primitives for communicating with the parent (e.g., postMessage). Since LWorkers may have access to their parents’ DOM, however, our wrappers distinguish them from other contexts to bypass SOP checks and only restrict DOM access according to MAC. This implementation is very similar to the content scripts used by Chrome and Firefox extensions [10, 26].

Browser-Server Confinement As shown in Table 1, we confine external communication (including XHR, content loading, and navigation) using CSP. While CSP alone is insufficient for providing flexible confinement,12 it sufficiently addresses our external communication concern by precisely controlling from where a page loads content, performs XHR requests to, etc. To this end, we set a custom CSP policy whenever the compartment label changes, e.g., with COWL.label. For instance, if the effective compartment label is Label("https://bank.ch") and ("https://amazon.com"), all the underlying CSP directives are set to ‘none’ (e.g., default-src ‘none’), disallowing all network communication. We also disable navigation with the ‘sandbox’ directive [46–48].

Browser Storage Confinement As shown in Table 1, we use the sandbox directive to restrict access to storage (e.g., cookies and HTML5 local storage [47]), as have other systems [5]. We leave the implementation of labeled storage as future work.

6 Evaluation
Performance largely determines acceptance of new browser features in practice. We evaluate the performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Firefox</th>
<th>Chromium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vanilla</td>
<td>unlabeled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New iframe</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New worker</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iframe comm.</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XHR comm.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker comm.</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Micro-benchmarks, in milliseconds.

of COWL by measuring the cost of our new primitives as well as their impact on legacy web sites that do not use COWL’s features. Our experiments consist of micro-benchmarks of API functions and end-to-end benchmarks of our example applications. We conducted all measurements on a 4-core 17-2620M machine with 16GB of RAM running GNU/Linux 3.13. The browser retrieved applications from the Node.js web server over the loopback interface. We note that these measurements are harsh for COWL, in that they omit network latency and the complex intra-context computation and DOM rendering of real-world applications, all of which would mask COWL’s overhead further. Our key findings include:

- COWL’s latency impact on legacy sites is negligible.
- Confining code with LWorkers is inexpensive, especially when compared to iframes/Workers. Indeed, the performance of our end-to-end confined confined on mashups. The greatest overhead observed is 16% (for the encrypted document editor). Again, the absolute slowdown of 16 ms is imperceptible by users.

6.1 Micro-Benchmarks

Context Creation Table 2 shows micro-benchmarks for the stock browsers (vanilla), the COWL browsers with confinement mode turned off (unlabeled), and with confinement mode enabled (labeled). COWL adds negligible latency to compartment creation; indeed, except for LWorkers (†), the differences in creation times are of the order of measurement variability. We omit measurements of labeled “normal” Workers since they do not differ from those of unlabeled Workers. We attribute COWL’s frame-creation speedup in Chromium to measurement variability. We note that the cost of creating LWorkers is considerably less than that for “normal” Workers, which run in separate OS threads (†).

Communication The iframe, worker, and XHR communication measurements evaluate the round-trip latencies across iframes, workers, and the network. For the XHR benchmark, we report the cost of using the labeled XHR constructor averaged over 10,000 requests. Our

---

12 There are two primary reasons. First, JavaScript code cannot (yet) modify a page’s CSP. And, second, CSP does not (yet) provide a directive for restricting in-browser communication, e.g., with postMessage.
Chromium implementation uses an LWorker to wrap the unmodified XHR constructor, so the cost of labeled XHR incorporates an additional cross-context call. As with creation, communicating with LWorkers (‡) is considerably faster than with “normal” Workers. This speedup arises because a lightweight LWorker shares an OS thread and event loop with their parent.

Labels We measured the cost of setting/getting the current label and the average cost of a label check in Firefox. For a randomly generated label with a handful of origins, these operations take on the order of one microsecond. The primary cost is recomputing cross-compartment wrappers and the underlying CSP policy, which ends up costing up to 13ms (e.g., when the label is raised from public to a third-party origin). For many real applications, we expect raising the current label to be a rare occurrence. Moreover, there is much room for optimization (e.g., porting COWL to the newest CSP implementation, which sets policies 15× faster [19]).

DOM We also executed the Dromaeo benchmark suite [29], which evaluates the performance of core functionality such as querying, traversing, and manipulating the DOM, in Firefox and Chromium. We found the performance of the vanilla and unlabeled browsers to be on par: the greatest slowdown was under 4%.

6.2 End-to-End Benchmarks

To focus on measuring COWL’s overhead, we compare our apps against similarly compartmentalized but non-secure apps—i.e., apps that perform no security checks.

Password-Strength Checker We measure the average duration of creating a new LWorker, fetching an 8 KB checker script based on [24], and checking a password sixteen characters in length. The checker takes an average of 18 ms (averaged over ten runs) on Firefox (labeled), 4 ms less than using a Worker on vanilla Firefox. Similarly, the checker running on labeled Chromium is 5 ms faster than the vanilla counterpart (measured at 54 ms). In both cases COWL achieves a speedup because its LWorkers are cheaper than normal Workers. However, these measurements are roughly 5 ms slower than simply loading the checker using an unsafe script tag.

Encrypted Document Editor We measure the end-to-end time taken to load the application and encrypt a 4 KB document using the SJCL AES-128 library [32]. The total run time includes the time taken to load the document editor page, which in turn loads the encryption-layer iframe, which further loads the editor proper. On Firefox (labeled) the workload completes in 116 ms; on vanilla Firefox, a simplified and unconfined version completes in 100ms. On Chromium, the performance measurements were comparable; the completion time was within 1ms of 244ms. The most expensive operation in the COWL-enabled Firefox app is raising the current label, since it requires changing the underlying document origin and recomputing the cross-compartment wrappers and CSP.

Third-Party Mashup We implemented a very simple third-party mashup application that makes a labeled XHR request to two unaffiliated origins, each of which produces a response containing a 27-byte JSON object with a numerical property, and sums the responses together. The corresponding vanilla app is identical, but uses the normal XHR object. In both cases we use CORS to permit cross-origin access. The Firefox (labeled) workload completes in 41 ms, which is 6 ms slower than the vanilla version. As in the document editor the slowdown derives from raising the current label, though in this case only for a single iframe. On Chromium (labeled) the workload completes in 55 ms, 2 ms slower than the vanilla one; the main slowdown here derives from our implementing labeled XHR with a wrapping LWorker.

Untrusted Third-Party Library We measured the load time of a banking application that incorporates jQuery and a library that traverses the DOM to replace phone numbers with links. The latter library uses XHR in attempt to leak the page’s content. We compartmentalize the main page into a public outer component and a sensitive iframe containing the bank statement. In both compartments, we place the bank’s trusted code (which loads the libraries) in a trusted labeled DOM worker with access to the page’s DOM. We treat the rest of the code as untrusted. As our current Chromium implementation does not yet support DOM access for LWorkers, we only report measurements for Firefox. The measured latency on Firefox (labeled) is 165 ms, a 5 ms slowdown when compared to the unconfined version running on vanilla Firefox. Again, COWL prevents sensitive content from being exfiltrated and incurs negligible slowdown.

7 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

We now discuss the implications of certain facets of COWL’s design, and limitations of the system.

User-Configured Confinement Recall that in the status-quo web security architecture, to allow cross-origin sharing, a server must grant individual foreign origins access to its data with CORS in an all-or-nothing, DAC fashion. COWL improves this state of affairs by allowing a COWL-aware server to more finely restrict how its shared data is disseminated—i.e., when the server grants a foreign origin access to its data, it can confine the foreign origin’s script(s) by setting a label on responses it sends the client.

Unfortunately, absent a permissive CORS header that whitelists the origins of applications that a user wishes to use, the SOP prohibits foreign origins from reading responses from the server, even in a COWL-enabled browser. Since a server’s operator may not be aware of all applications its users may wish to use, the result is
usually the same status-quo unpalatable choice between functionality and privacy—e.g., give one’s bank login credentials to Mint, or one cannot use the Mint application. For this reason, our COWL implementation lets browser users augment CORS by configuring for an origin (e.g., chase.com) any foreign origins (e.g., mint.com, benjamins.biz) they wish to additionally whitelist. In turn, COWL will confine these client-whitelisted origins (e.g., mint.com) by labeling every response from the configured origin (chase.com). COWL obeys the server-supplied label when available and server whitelisting is not provided. Otherwise, COWL conservatively labels the response with a fresh origin (as described in Section 3.3). The latter ensures that once the response has been inspected, the code cannot communicate with any server, including at the same origin, since such requests carry the risks of self-exfiltration [11] and cross-site request forgery [39].

Covert Channels

In an ideal confinement system, it would always be safe to let untrusted code compute on sensitive data. Unfortunately, real-world systems such as browsers typically exhibit covert channels that malicious code may exploit to exfiltrate sensitive data. Since COWL extends existing browsers, we do not protect against covert channel attacks. Indeed, malicious code can leverage covert channels already present in today’s browsers to leak sensitive information. For instance, a malicious script within a confined context may be able to modulate sensitive data by varying rendering durations. A less confined context may then in turn exfiltrate the data to a remote host [20]. It is important to note, however, that COWL does not introduce new covert channels—our implementations re-purpose existing (software-based) browser isolation mechanisms (V8 contexts and SpiderMonkey compartments) to enforce MAC policies. Moreover, these MAC policies are generally more restricting than existing browser policies: they prevent unauthorized data exfiltration through overt channels and, in effect, force malicious code to resort to using covert channels.

The only fashion in which COWL relaxes status-quo browser policies is by allowing users to override CORS to permit cross-origin (labeled) sharing. Does this functionality introduce new risks? Whitelisting is user controlled (e.g., the user must explicitly allow mint.com to read amazon.com and chase.com data), and code reading cross-origin data is subject to MAC (e.g., mint.com cannot arbitrarily exfiltrate the amazon.com or chase.com data after reading it). In contrast, today’s mashups like mint.com ask users for their passwords. COWL is strictly an improvement: under COWL, when a user decides to trust a mashup integrator such as mint.com, she only trusts the app to not leak her data through covert channels. Nevertheless, users can make poor security choices. Whitelisting malicious origins would be no exception; we recognize this as a limitation of COWL that must be communicated to the end-user.

A trustworthy developer can leverage COWL’s support for clearance when compartmentalizing his application to ensure that only code that actually relies on cross-origin data has access to it. Clearance is a label that serves as an upper bound on a context’s current label. Since COWL ensures that the current label is adjusted according to the sensitivity of the data being read, code cannot read (and thus leak) data labeled above the clearance. Thus, Mint can assign a “low” clearance to untrusted third-party libraries, e.g., to keep chase.com’s data confidential. These libraries will then not be able to leak such data through covert channels, even if they are malicious.

Expressivity of Label Model

COWL uses DC labels [33] to enforce confinement according to an information flow control discipline. Although this approach captures a wide set of confinement policies, it is not expressive enough to handle policies with a circular flow of information [6] or some policies expressible in more powerful logics (e.g., first order logic, as used by Nexus [30]). DC labels are, however, as expressive as other popular label models [25], including Myers and Liskov’s Decentralized Label Model [27]. Our experience implementing security policies with them thus far suggests they are expressive enough to support featureful web applications.

We adopted DC labels largely because their fit with web origins pays practical dividends. First, as developers already typically express policies by whitelisting origins, we believe they will find DC labels intuitive to use. Second, because both DC labels and today’s web policies are defined in terms of origins, the implementation of COWL can straightforwardly reuse the implementation of existing security mechanisms, such as CSP.

8 RELATED WORK

Existing browser confinement systems based on information flow control can be classified either as fine-grained or coarse-grained. The former associate IFC policies with individual objects, while the latter associate policies with entire browsing contexts. We compare COWL to previously proposed systems in both categories, then contrast the two categories’ overall characteristics.

Coarse-grained IFC

COWL shares many features with existing coarse-grained systems. BFlow [50], for example, allows web sites to enforce confinement policies stricter than the SOP via protection zones—groups of iframes sharing a common label. However, BFlow cannot mediate between mutually distrusted principals—e.g., the encrypted document editor is not directly implementable with BFlow. This is because only asymmetric confinement is supported—a sub-frame cannot impose any restrictions on its parent. For the same reasons, BFlow cannot support applications that require security policies more flexible.
than the SOP, such as our third-party mashup example. These differences reflect different goals for the two systems. BFlow’s authors set out to confine untrusted third-party scripts, while we also seek to support applications that incorporate code from mutually distrusting parties.

More recently, Akhwae et al. propose the data-confined sandbox (DCS) system [5], which allows pages to intercept and monitor the network, storage, and cross-origin channels of data: URI iframes. The limitation to data: URI iframes means DCS cannot confine the common case of a service provided in an iframe [31]. Like BFlow, DCS does not offer symmetric confinement, and does not incorporate functionality to let developers build applications like third-party mashups.

**Fine-grained IFC** Per-object-granularity IFC makes it easier to confine untrusted libraries that are closely coupled with trusted code on a page (e.g., jQuery) and avoid the problem of over-tainting, where a single context accumulates taint as it inspects more data.

JSFlow [15] is one such fine-grained JavaScript IFC system, which enforces policies by executing JavaScript in an interpreter written in JavaScript. This approach incurs a two order of magnitude slowdown. JSFlow’s authors suggest that this cost makes JSFlow a better fit for use as a development tool than as an “always-on” privacy system for users’ browsers. Additionally, JSFlow does not support applications that rely on policies more flexible than the SOP, such as our third-party mashup example.

The FlowFox fine-grained IFC system [12] enforces policies with secure-multi execution (SME) [13]. SME ensures that no leaks from a sensitive context can leak into a less sensitive context by executing a program multiple times. Unlike JSFlow and COWL, SME is not amenable to scenarios where declassification plays a key role (e.g., the encrypted editor or the password manager). FlowFox’s labeling of user interactions and metadata (history, screen size, etc.) do allow it to mitigate history sniffing and behavior tracking; COWL does not address these attacks.

While fine-grained IFC systems may be more convenient for developers, they impose new language semantics for developers to learn, require invasive modifications to the JavaScript engine, and incur greater performance overhead. In contrast, because COWL repurposes familiar isolation constructs and does not require JavaScript engine modifications, it is relatively straightforward to add to legacy browsers. It also only adds overhead to cross-compartment operations, rather than to all JavaScript execution. The typically short lifetime of a browsing context helps avoid excessive accumulation of taint. We conjecture that coarse-grained and fine-grained IFC are equally expressive, provided one may use arbitrarily many compartments—a cost in programmer convenience. Finally, coarse- and fine-grained mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. For instance, to confine legacy (non-compartmentalized) JavaScript code, one could deploy JSFlow within a COWL context.

**Sandboxing** The literature on sandboxing and secure subsets of JavaScript is rich, and includes Caja [1], BrowserShield [28], WebJail [37], TreeHouse [18], JSand [4], SafeScript [36], Defensive JavaScript [9], and Embassies [16]). While our design has been inspired by some of these systems (e.g., TreeHouse), the usual goals of these systems are to mediate security-critical operations, restrict access to the DOM, and restrict communication APIs. In contrast to the mandatory nature of confinement, however, these systems impose very strict restrictions in discretionary fashion, and are thus not suitable for building some of the applications we consider (in particular, the encrypted editor). Nevertheless, we believe that access control and language subsets are crucial complements to confinement for building robustly secure applications.

9 CONCLUSION

Web applications routinely pull together JavaScript contributed by parties untrusted by the user, as well as by mutually distrusting parties. The lack of confinement for untrusted code in the status-quo browser security architecture puts users’ privacy at risk. In this paper, we have presented COWL, a label-based MAC system for web browsers that preserves users’ privacy in the common case where untrusted code computes over sensitive data. COWL affords developers flexibility in synthesizing web applications out of untrusted code and services while preserving users’ privacy. Our positive experience building four web applications atop COWL for which privacy had previously been unattainable in status-quo web browsers suggests that COWL holds promise as a practical platform for preserving privacy in today’s pastiche-like web applications. And our measurements of COWL’s performance overhead in the Firefox and Chromium browsers suggest that COWL’s privacy benefits come at negligible end-to-end cost in performance.
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Introduction

“Every program and every privileged user of the system should operate using the least amount of privilege necessary to complete the job.”

What happens in practice?

“The principle of most privilege”

Security implications

Some concrete examples

Enforcing the principle of least privilege
Problems with system call interposition

- Mimicking kernel’s state
  - Don’t mimic, ask the kernel!
- Take a decision before “passing” the syscall to the kernel
- Time to check, time to use
- Concurrency
  - No races which affect decisions

Don’t mimic, ask the kernel!

System call interposition

Time to check, time to use

Concurrency

No races which affect decisions

System call interposition

More generally...

- (Complete) mediation
  - Privileged code
  - Unprivileged code
  - It can be enforced at different abstraction levels (e.g., OS, PL, etc.)

It is needed some kind of isolation of the unprivileged code

It cannot freely access resources from the privileged code!

System call interposition
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Introduction

- Node.js: JavaScript platform to write server-side JavaScript servers
- V8 JavaScript engine from Google
- Community supported
- Rich ecosystem of libraries and applications
- npm package manager
- Developers surely need to learn JavaScript anyways
- Integrates well with client-side frameworks (React)

Authors

- Startup in San Francisco (4 people)
- CTO: Dejan Stefan (LIO, Hails, COWL)
- ESpectro is work in progress
- Exclusive preview in this course!

A HTTP static file server

- User request files via URLs
  - localhost:5000/some_directory/file.txt

var http = require('http');
var server = http.createServer(handler);
server.listen(port);
console.log('Server listening on port ' + port);
A HTTP static file server

```javascript
var fs = require('fs');
var qstr = require('querystring');
var port = 5000;
var handler = function (req, res) {
  var filename = __dirname + qstr.unescape(req.url);
  console.log('Requesting file: ' + filename);
  fs.readFile(filename, function (error, content) {
    if (error)
      res.end('Error reading the file! 
', 'utf-8');
    else
      res.end(content, 'utf-8');
  });
};
```

File system primitives
Encode/decode URLs
Call when receiving a HTTP request
Call after reading the file

Is it secure?
What about ../?

V8 contexts in Node.js

Context (V8)
App code
Global Object
Array
Math
untrusted code

Side-effects free modules
Side-effectful modules (I/O)

ESpectro: achieving isolation

Context (V8)
main code
Global Object
Array
Math
Node
untrusted code

It has no privileges for I/O!

ESpectro: the principle of least privilege?

• Most untrusted code requires some access to I/O to be useful
• Calls to side-effectual operations need to be monitored
• Wrap primitives in side-effectful modules • Problems!
• Untrusted code can find a way to bypass the wrappers
  • Specially in languages like JavaScript [Phung et al. 09] [Magazinius et al. 10]
The ESpectro way

Context (V8)
Array
Math
fs
http
Global Object
untrusted code
Context (V8)
Array
Math
fs
http
Global Object
monitor
untrusted code cannot bypass the monitor

Mediation as a discipline technique

- Mediation has a tremendous expressive power
  - (Some form of) Sandboxing
  - Transparent encryption
  - Automatic sanitization
  - Mandatory Access Control
- If interested to try ESpectro beyond this course, contact GitStar!

Summary

- Programming model Node.js
- A vulnerable static file server
- ESpectro as a mediation layer for Node.js
  - (lightweight) Sandboxing to repair the static file server
- ESpectro preview!
Motivation

• Provide non-interference guarantees for "real-world" languages
• Propose a full formal semantics
• Cope with (advance) features and their ability to transmit information
• Major task!

We take an alternative road

There exists many programming languages which support sandboxes
  • HTML (iFrames)
  • JavaScript (workers)
  • C / C++

Sanboxes provide isolation from the host

We can leverage on sandboxes to provide IFC!

Formalization overview

Two semantics
  • For programs running inside the sandboxes
  • For sandboxes and their cross boundary communication and

Semantics
Evaluation contexts

• It is used to express re-writing rules (i.e., evaluation)

\[ E[e] \rightarrow E[e'] \]

• Formally, evaluation contexts is simply an expression with a hole

Example

\[ e ::= t \mid f \mid e \& \& e \mid \text{if } e \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2 \]

\[ E ::= \bullet \mid E \& \& e \mid t \& \& E \mid \text{if } E \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2 \]

\[ E[f \& \& e] \rightarrow E[f] \]

\[ E[e_1 \& \& e_2] \rightarrow E[e_1] \text{ if } E \text{ then } \]

\[ E[f \& \& e] \rightarrow E[e] \text{ if } E \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2 \rightarrow E[e_1] \]

Target language

\[ e ::= x \mid v \mid \text{send}_x e \mid \text{receive}_x e \mid \text{in } e \mid \text{else } e \mid \text{sandbox } e \mid \ldots \]

\[ E ::= \bullet \mid \text{send}_x E \mid \text{send}_y E \mid \text{receive}_x E \mid \ldots \]

\[ t \subseteq t' \mid \Sigma(a) = m \mid \Sigma' = \Sigma \cup \{a'd' \mapsto (id, t', v) : m\} \]

\[ \xi_{\Sigma}(\text{send}_y E, v) \rightarrow \xi_{\Sigma'}(l) \]

Information-flow control language

\[ e ::= x \mid v \mid \text{send}_x e \mid \text{receive}_x e \mid \text{sandbox } e \mid \ldots \]

\[ E ::= \bullet \mid \text{send}_x e \mid \text{send}_y E \mid \text{receive}_x E \mid \ldots \]

\[ t \subseteq t' \mid \Sigma(a) = m \mid \Sigma' = \Sigma \cup \{a'd' \mapsto (id, t', v) : m\} \]

\[ \xi_{\Sigma'}(\text{send}_y E, v) \rightarrow \xi_{\Sigma'}(l) \]

\[ \xi_{\Sigma}(\text{receive}_x, v) \mid \text{in } e \mid \text{else } e_2 \rightarrow \xi_{\Sigma'}(\{a'd, v, v_1, v_2\}) \]
Sending and receiving messages

No messages that can be read

We follow a non-blocking semantics inspired by JavaScript

Retrofitting IFC to the target language

Combining semantics

Values and expressions from the IFC language can be used in the target language

Evaluation contexts

Lifting reduction rules

What if it is of the form $e$? In case $e$ refers to the environment

Lifting reduction rules II

Target "outside", IFC "inside"

IFC "outside", target "inside"? Homework!
Tasks

\[ \sum_i <\Sigma_i, \tau_i, \rho_i>^{\rho_i}_{\infty} \]

\( \omega \)

Scheduler for tasks (it always runs the first tasks in the configuration)

\( \sigma_1 = <\Sigma_1, E[^{\rho_1}_{\infty}] \cdot \tau_1, \rho_1>^{\rho_1}_{\infty} \)

Configuration: tasks (each one with its own environment for the target language)

Scheduler for tasks (it always runs the first tasks in the configuration)

Soundness

Non-interference

TerminationInsensitiveNonInterference

\[ \alpha = \text{SEQ} \]

• TINI ignores leaks due to termination
• In a sequential setting, such leaks do not represent a danger for the confidentiality of "long" secrets
• In presence of outputs, attackers can leak (or guess) secrets only by brute force attacks
• Most of the IFC tools for sequential settings ignore such leaks (Jif, JSFlow, FlowCAML, etc.)

Termination-Sensitive Non-interference

• In presence of concurrency, termination leaks are dangerous!
• High bandwidth
• A termination leak can be exploited in every thread
\( \alpha = \text{RR} \)

Non-interference II
Term erasure

How do we capture the idea of "same public information"?

Erasure function: it removes all the secret information from the configuration.

$\varepsilon_A(c) = \bullet$

Erasure of configurations:

$\varepsilon_A(\Sigma(t)) = \varepsilon_A(\text{filter } (\lambda t.t = \bullet)(\text{map } \varepsilon_A t))$

Erasure of environment

Apply erasure to each task

Low-equivalence

Two configurations are low-equivalent if they contain the same public information after erasure of sensitive data.

$C_1 \approx_A C_2 \iff \varepsilon_A(C_1) = \varepsilon_A(C_2)$

Proof overview

- TINI and TSNI can be proved by showing the following:

$C_1 \approx_A \exists C_2 \exists C_2' \exists C_2'' \exists C_2''' \exists C_2''''

$C_2 \rightarrow C_2' \rightarrow C_2'' \rightarrow C_2''' \rightarrow C_2'''' \approx_A C_2''''$

- See proof in the extended version of the paper

Summary

- Evaluation contexts
- Target language
- IFC language
- Security checks
- Combination of target and IFC language
- Definitions for TINI (TSNI) non-interference
- Proof technique (term erasure)
- Proof overview for TSNI

Formulation almost the same as Termination-Sensitive Non-interference

COWL

Cross-origin communication

ESpectro

Wrappers for core libraries

Compartment (Firefox)

V8 context

Our formalism fits these scenarios, but the dots are to be connected!
IFC Inside: Retrofitting Languages with Dynamic Information Flow Control

Stefan Heule1, Deian Stefan1, Edward Z. Yang1, John C. Mitchell1, and Alejandro Russo2**

1 Stanford University
2 Chalmers University

Abstract. Many important security problems in JavaScript, such as browser extension security, untrusted JavaScript libraries and safe integration of mutually distrustful websites (mash-ups), may be effectively addressed using an efficient implementation of information flow control (IFC). Unfortunately existing fine-grained approaches to JavaScript IFC require modifications to the language semantics and its engine, a non-goal for browser applications. In this work, we take the ideas of coarse-grained dynamic IFC and provide the theoretical foundation for a language-based approach that can be applied to any programming language for which external effects can be controlled. We then apply this formalism to server- and client-side JavaScript, show how it generalizes to the C programming language, and connect it to the Haskell LIO system. Our methodology offers design principles for the construction of information flow control systems when isolation can easily be achieved, as well as compositional proofs for optimized concrete implementations of these systems, by relating them to their isolated variants.

1 Introduction

Modern web content is rendered using a potentially large number of different components with differing provenance. Disparate and untrusting components may arise from browser extensions (whose JavaScript code runs alongside website code), web applications (with possibly untrusted third-party libraries), and mashups (which combine code and data from websites that may not even be aware of each other’s existence.) While just-in-time combination of untrusting components offers great flexibility, it also poses complex security challenges. In particular, maintaining data privacy in the face of malicious extensions, libraries, and mashup components has been difficult.

Information flow control (IFC) is a promising technique that provides security by tracking the flow of sensitive data through a system. Untrusted code is confined so that it cannot exfiltrate data, except as per an information flow policy. Significant research has been devoted to adding various forms of IFC to different kinds of programming languages and systems. In the context of the web, however, there is a strong motivation to preserve JavaScript’s semantics

** Work partially done while at Stanford.
and avoid JavaScript-engine modifications, while retrofitting it with dynamic information flow control.

The Operating Systems community has tackled this challenge (e.g., in [45]) by taking a coarse-grained approach to IFC: dividing an application into coarse computational units, each with a single label dictating its security policy, and only monitoring communication between them. This coarse-grained approach provides a number of advantages when compared to the fine-grained approaches typically employed by language-based systems. First, adding IFC does not require intrusive changes to an existing programming language, thereby also allowing the reuse of existing programs. Second, it has a small runtime overhead because checks need only be performed at isolation boundaries instead of (almost) every program instruction (e.g., [19]). Finally, associating a single security label with the entire computational unit simplifies understanding and reasoning about the security guarantees of the system, without reasoning about most of the technical details of the semantics of the underlying programming language.

In this paper, we present a framework which brings coarse-grained IFC ideas into a language-based setting: an information flow control system should be thought of as multiple instances of completely isolated language runtimes or tasks, with information flow control applied to inter-task communication. We describe a formal system in which an IFC system can be designed once and then applied to any programming language which has control over external effects (e.g., JavaScript or C with access to hardware privilege separation). We formalize this system using an approach by Matthews and Findler [25] for combining operational semantics and prove non-interference guarantees that are independent of the choice of a specific target language.

There are a number of points that distinguish this setting from previous coarse-grained IFC systems. First, even though the underlying semantic model involves communicating tasks, these tasks can be coordinated together in ways that simulate features of traditional languages. In fact, simulating features in this way is a useful design tool for discovering what variants of the features are permissible and which are not. Second, although completely separate tasks are semantically easy to reason about, real-world implementations often blur the lines between tasks in the name of efficiency. Characterizing what optimizations are permissible is subtle, since removing transitions from the operational semantics of a language can break non-interference. We partially address this issue by characterizing isomorphisms between the operational semantics of our abstract language and a concrete implementation, showing that if this relationship holds, then non-interference in the abstract specification carries over to the concrete implementation.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We give formal semantics for a core coarse-grained dynamic information flow control language free of non-IFC constructs. We then show how a large class of target languages can be combined with this IFC language and prove that the result provides non-interference. (Sections 2 and 3)
- We provide a proof technique to show the non-interference of a concrete semantics for a potentially optimized IFC language by means of an isomor-
phism and show a class of restrictions on the IFC language that preserves non-interference. (Section 4)

– We have implemented an IFC system based on these semantics for Node.js, and we connect our formalism to another implementation based on this work for client-side JavaScript [37]. Furthermore, we outline an implementation for the C programming language and describe improvements to the Haskell LIO system that resulted from this framework. (Section 5)

In the extended version of this paper we give all the relevant proofs and extend our IFC language with additional features [20].

2 Retrofitting Languages with IFC

Before moving on to the formal treatment of our system, we give a brief primer of information flow control and describe some example programs in our system, emphasizing the parallel between their implementation in a multi-task setting, and the traditional, “monolithic” programming language feature they simulate.

Information flow control systems operate by associating data with labels, and specifying whether or not data tagged with one label $l_1$ can flow to another label $l_2$ (written as $l_1 \subseteq l_2$). These labels encode the desired security policy (for example, confidential information should not flow to a public channel), while the work of specifying the semantics of an information flow language involves demonstrating that impermissible flows cannot happen, a property called non-interference [17]. In our coarse-grained floating-label approach, labels are associated with tasks. The task label—we refer to the label of the currently executing task as the current label—serves to protect everything in the task’s scope; all data in a task shares this common label.

As an example, here is a program which spawns a new isolated task, and then sends it a mutable reference:

```plaintext
let i = IT⌊sandbox (blockingRecv x, _ in IT[!TI[x]])⌋

in IT|send IT[i] l IT[ref true]|
```

For now, ignore the tags $\text{TI}[\cdot]$ and $\text{IT}[\cdot]$: roughly, this code creates a new sandboxed task with identifier $i$ which waits ($\text{blockingRecv}$, binding $x$ with the received message) for a message, and then sends the task a mutable reference ($\text{ref true}$) which it labels $l$. If this operation actually shared the mutable cell between the two tasks, it could be used to violate information flow control if the tasks had differing labels. At this point, the designer of an IFC system might add label checks to mutable references, to check the labels of the reader and writer. While this solves the leak, for languages like JavaScript, where references are prevalently used, this also dooms the performance of the system.

Our design principles suggest a different resolution: when these constructs are treated as isolated tasks, each of which have their own heaps, it is obviously the case that there is no sharing; in fact, the sandboxed task receives a dangling pointer. Even if there is only one heap, if we enforce that references not be shared, the two systems are morally equivalent. (We elaborate on this formally
in Section 4.) Finally, this semantics strongly suggests that one should restrict the types of data which may be passed between tasks (for example, in JavaScript, one might only allow JSON objects to be passed between tasks, rather than general object structures).

Existing language-based, coarse-grained IFC systems [21, 35] allow a sub-computation to temporarily raise the floating-label; after the sub-computation is done, the floating-label is restored to its original label. When this occurs, the enforcement mechanism must ensure that information does not leak to the (less confidential) program continuation. The presence of exceptions adds yet more intricacies. For instance, exceptions should not automatically propagate from a sub-computation directly into the program continuation, and, if such exceptions are allowed to be inspected, the floating-label at the point of the exception-raise must be tracked alongside the exception value [18, 21, 35]. In contrast, our system provides the same flexibility and guarantees with no extra checks: tasks are used to execute sub-computations, but the mere definition of isolated tasks guarantees that (a) tasks only transfer data to the program continuation by using inter-task communication means, and (b) exceptions do cross tasks boundaries automatically.

2.1 Preliminaries

Our goal now is to describe how to take a target language with a formal operational semantics and combine it with an information flow control language. For example, taking ECMAScript as the target language and combining it with our IFC language should produce the formal semantics for the core part of COWL [37]. In this presentation, we use a simple, untyped lambda calculus with mutable references and fixpoint in place of ECMAScript to demonstrate some the key properties of the system (and, because the embedding does not care about the target language features); we discuss the proper embedding in more detail in Section 5.

Notation We have typeset nonterminals of the target language using bold font while the nonterminals of the IFC language have been typeset with italic font. Readers are encouraged to view a color copy of this paper, where target language nonterminals are colored red and IFC language nonterminals are colored blue.

2.2 Target Language: Mini-ES

In Fig. 1, we give a simple, untyped lambda calculus with mutable references and fixpoint, prepared for combination with an information flow control language. The presentation is mostly standard, and utilizes Felleisen-Hieb reduction semantics [16] to define the operational semantics of the system. One peculiarity is that our language defines an evaluation context $E$, but, the evaluation rules have been expressed in terms of a different evaluation context $E_{\Sigma}$; Here, we follow the approach of Matthews and Findler [25] in order to simplify combining semantics of multiple languages. To derive the usual operational semantics for this language, the evaluation context merely needs to be defined as $E_{\Sigma} [e] \triangleq \Sigma, E [e]$. However, when we combine this language with an IFC language, we reinterpret the meaning of this evaluation context.
In general, we require that a target language be expressed in terms of some global machine state $\Sigma$, some evaluation context $E$, some expressions $e$, some set of values $v$ and a deterministic reduction relation on full configurations $\Sigma \times E \times e$.

2.3 IFC Language

As mentioned previously, most modern, dynamic information flow control languages encode policy by associating a label with data. Our embedding is agnostic to the choice of labeling scheme; we only require the labels to form a lattice $\mathbb{L}$ with the partial order $\sqsubseteq$, join $\sqcup$, and meet $\sqcap$. In this paper, we simply represent labels with the metavariable $l$, but do not discuss them in more detail. To enforce labels, the IFC monitor inspects the current label before performing a read or a write to decide whether the operation is permitted. A task can only write to entities that are at least as sensitive. Similarly, it can only read from entities that are less sensitive. However, as in other floating-label systems, this current label can be raised to allow the task to read from more sensitive entities at the cost of giving up the ability to write to others.

In Fig. 2, we give the syntax and single-task evaluation rules for a minimal information flow control language. Ordinarily, information flow control languages are defined by directly stating a base language plus information flow control operators. In contrast, our language is purposely minimal: it does not have sequencing operations, control flow, or other constructs. However, it contains support for the following core information flow control features:

- First-class labels, with label values $l$ as well as operations for computing on labels ($\sqsubseteq$, $\sqcup$ and $\sqcap$).
- Operations for inspecting (getLabel) and modifying (setLabel) the current label of the task (a task can only increase its label).
- Operations for non-blocking inter-task communication (send and recv), which interact with the global store of per-task message queues $\Sigma$.
- A sandboxing operation used to spawn new isolated tasks. In concurrent settings sandbox corresponds to a fork-like primitive, whereas in a sequential setting, it more closely resembles computations which might temporarily raise the current floating-label [21, 33].
These operations are all defined with respect to an evaluation context $E_{i,l}^\Sigma$ that represents the context of the current task. The evaluation context has three important pieces of state: the global message queues $\Sigma$, the current label $l$ and the task ID $i$.

We note that first-class labels, tasks (albeit named differently), and operations for inspecting the current label are essentially universal to all floating-label systems. However, our choice of communication primitives is motivated by those present in browsers, namely $\text{postMessage}$ [41]. Of course, other choices, such as blocking communication or labeled channels, are possible.

These asynchronous communication primitives are worth further discussion. When a task is sending a message using $\text{send}$, it also labels that message with a label $l'$ (which must be at or above the task’s current label $l$). Messages can only be received by a task if its current label is at least as high as the label of the message. Specifically, receiving a message using $\text{recv}$ $x_1, x_2$ in $e_1$ else $e_2$ binds the message and the sender’s task identifier to local variables $x_1$ and $x_2$, respectively, and then executes $e_1$. Otherwise, if there are no messages, that task continues its execution with $e_2$. We denote the filtering of the message queue by $\Theta \leq l$, which is defined as follows. If $\Theta$ is the empty list $\text{nil}$, the function is simply the identity function, i.e., $\text{nil} \leq l = \text{nil}$, and otherwise:

$$(l', i, e, \Theta) \leq l = \begin{cases} (l', i, e, (\Theta \leq l)) & \text{if } l' \sqsubseteq l \\ \Theta \leq l & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

This ensures that tasks cannot receive messages that are more sensitive than their current label would allow.

2.4 The Embedding

Fig. 3 provides all of the rules responsible for actually carrying out the embedding of the IFC language within the target language. The most important feature of this embedding is that every task maintains its own copy of the target language global state and evaluation context, thus enforcing isolation between various tasks. In more detail:

- We extend the values, expressions and evaluation contexts of both languages to allow for terms in one language to be embedded in the other, as in [25]. In the target language, an IFC expression appears as $\text{TI}\{ e \}$ (“Target-outside, IFC-inside”); in the IFC language, a target language expression appears as $\text{IT}\{ e \}$ (“IFC-outside, target-inside”).
- We reinterpret $E$ to be evaluation contexts on task lists, providing definitions for $E^\Sigma$ and $E^i,l \Sigma$. These rules only operate on the first task in the task list, which by convention is the only task executing.
- We reinterpret $\rightarrow$, an operation on a single task, in terms of $\rightarrow$, operation on task lists. The correspondence is simple: a task executes a step and then is rescheduled in the task list according to schedule policy $\alpha$. Fig. 4 defines two concrete schedulers.
- Finally, we define some rules for scheduling, handling sandboxing tasks (which interact with the state of the target language), and intermediating between the borders of the two languages.
v ::= i | l | true | false | ⟨⟩
⊗ ::= ⊑ | ⊔ | ⊓
e ::= v | x | e ⊗ e | getLabel | setLabel e | taskId | sandbox e
| send ... i,l
Σ \[e\]
T-border
EΣ
\[
T[\lfloor IT \rfloor e]\]
→ E Σ \[e\]
Fig. 3: The embedding $L_{IFC}(\alpha, \lambda)$, where $\lambda = (\Sigma, E, v, \rightarrow)$

\[
v ::= \cdots | IT[v] \quad v ::= \cdots | IT[e]
\]
\[
e ::= \cdots | IT[e] \quad e ::= \cdots | IT[E]
\]
\[
E ::= \cdots | IT[e] \quad E ::= \cdots | IT[E]
\]

\[
\Sigma' = \kappa(\Sigma) \quad t_1 = (\Sigma, E[e])' \quad t_{\text{new}} = (\Sigma', e)'
\]
\[
T[\lfloor IT[\lfloor IT[e]\rfloor e]\rfloor e] \rightarrow E \Sigma\[e\]
\]

Fig. 2: IFC language with all single-task operations.

\[
E[\lfloor IT[e]\rfloor e] = \Sigma \Sigma e \Sigma I[\Sigma, E[e]_t] ; \cdots
\]
\[
E[\lfloor IT[e]\rfloor e] = \Sigma \Sigma e \Sigma I[\Sigma, E[e]_t] ; \cdots
\]
\[
E[\lfloor IT[e]\rfloor e] = \Sigma \Sigma e \Sigma I[\Sigma, E[e]_t] ; \cdots
\]

\[
E[\lfloor IT[e]\rfloor e] = \Sigma \Sigma e \Sigma I[\Sigma, E[e]_t] ; \cdots
\]
### Security Guarantees

We are interested in proving non-interference about many programming languages. This requires an appropriate definition of this notion that is language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR step ((t_1, t_2, \ldots))</td>
<td>(t_2, \ldots, t_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR done ((t_1, t_2, \ldots))</td>
<td>(t_1, t_2, \ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR noStep ((t_1, t_2, \ldots))</td>
<td>(t_2, \ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR sandbox ((t_1, t_2, \ldots))</td>
<td>(t_2, \ldots, t_1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4: Scheduling policies (concurrent round robin on the left, sequential on the right).

The I-SANDBOX rule is used to create a new isolated task that executes separately from the existing tasks (and can be communicated with via send and recv). When the new task is created, there is the question of what the target language state of the new task should be. Our rule is stated generically in terms of a function \(\kappa\). Conservatively, \(\kappa\) may be simply thought of as the identity function, in which case the semantics of sandbox are such that the state of the target language is cloned when sandboxing occurs. However, this is not necessary: it is also valid for \(\kappa\) to remove entries from the state. In Section 4, we give a more detailed discussion of the implications of the choice of \(\kappa\), but all our security claims will hold regardless of the choice of \(\kappa\).

The rule I-NOSTEP says something about configurations for which it is not possible to take a transition. The notation \(\ell \not\in \mathcal{P}\) in the premise is meant to be understood as follows: If the configuration \(\ell\) cannot take a step by any rule other than I-NOSTEP, then I-NOSTEP applies and the stuck task gets removed.

Rules I-DONE and I-NOSTEP define the behavior of the system when the current thread has reduced to a value, or gotten stuck, respectively. While these definitions simply rely on the underlying scheduling policy \(\alpha\) to modify the task list, as we describe in Sections 3 and 6, these rules (notably, I-NOSTEP) are crucial to proving our security guarantees. For instance, it is unsafe for the whole system to get stuck if a particular task gets stuck, since a sensitive thread may then leverage this to leak information through the termination channel. Instead, as our example round-robin (RR) scheduler shows, such tasks should simply be removed from the task list. Many language runtime or Operating System schedulers implement such schedulers. Moreover, techniques such as instruction-based scheduling [10, 36] can be further applied close the gap between specified semantics and implementation.

As in [25], rules T-BORDER and I-BORDER define the syntactic boundaries between the IFC and target languages. Intuitively, the boundaries respectively correspond to an upcall into and downcall from the IFC runtime. As an example, taking \(\lambda_{ES}\) as the target language, we can now define a blocking receive (inefficiently) in terms of the asynchronous recv as series of cross-language calls:

\[
\text{blockingRecv } x_1, x_2 \text{ in } e \triangleq \text{IT}[\text{fix } (\lambda k. \text{TI}[[\text{recv } x_1, x_2 \text{ in } e \text{ else IT}[k]])]
\]

For any target language \(\lambda\) and scheduling policy \(\alpha\), this embedding defines an IFC language, which we will refer to as \(L_{IFC}(\alpha, \lambda)\).
agnostic, so in this section, we present a few general definitions for what an information flow control language is and what non-interference properties it may have. In particular, we show that $L_{IFC}(\alpha, \lambda)$, with an appropriate scheduler $\alpha$, satisfies non-interference [17], without making any reference to properties of $\lambda$. We state the appropriate theorems here, and provide the formal proofs in the extended version of this paper.

3.1 Erasure Function

When defining the security guarantees of an information flow control, we must characterize what the secret inputs of a program are. Like other work [24, 30, 33, 34], we specify and prove non-interference using term erasure. Intuitively, term erasure allows us to show that an attacker does not learn any sensitive information from a program if the program behaves identically (from the attacker’s point of view) to a program with all sensitive data “erased”. To interpret a language under information flow control, we define a function $\varepsilon_l$ that performs erasures by mapping configurations to erased configurations, usually by rewriting (parts of) configurations that are more sensitive than $l$ to a new syntactic construct $\bullet$.

We define an information flow control language as follows:

**Definition 1 (Information flow control language).** An information flow control language $L$ is a tuple $(\Delta, \rightarrow, \varepsilon_l)$, where $\Delta$ is the type of machine configurations (members of which are usually denoted by the metavariable $c$), $\rightarrow$ is a reduction relation between machine configurations and $\varepsilon_l : \Delta \rightarrow \varepsilon(\Delta)$ is an erasure function parametrized on labels from machine configurations to erased machine configurations $\varepsilon(\Delta)$. Sometimes, we use $V$ to refer to set of terminal configurations in $\Delta$, i.e., configurations where no further transitions are possible.

Our language $L_{IFC}(\alpha, \lambda)$ fulfills this definition as $(\Delta, \rightarrow, \varepsilon_l)$, where $\Delta = \Sigma \times \text{List}(t)$. The set of terminal conditions $V$ is $\Sigma \times t_V$, where $t_V \subset t$ is the type for tasks whose expressions have been reduced to values. The erased configuration $\varepsilon_l(\Delta)$ extends $\Delta$ with configurations containing $\bullet$, and Fig. 5 gives the precise definition for our erasure function $\varepsilon_l$. Essentially, a task and its corresponding message queue is completely erased from the task list if its label does not flow to the attacker observation level $l$. Otherwise, we apply the erasure function homomorphically and remove any messages from the task’s message queue that are more sensitive than $l$.

The definition of an erasure function is quite important: it captures the attacker model, stating what can and cannot be observed by the attacker. In our case, we assume that the attacker cannot observe sensitive tasks or messages, or even the number of such entities. While such assumptions are standard [8, 34], our definitions allow for stronger attackers that may be able to inspect resource usage.\(^4\)

\(^3\) Here, we abuse notation by describing types for configuration parts using the same metavariables as the “instance” of the type, e.g., $t$ for the type of task.

\(^4\) We believe that we can extend $L_{IFC}(\alpha, \lambda)$ to such models using the resource limits techniques of [42]. We leave this extension to future work.
\[ \varepsilon_l(\Sigma; ts) = \varepsilon_l(\Sigma); \text{filter (} \lambda t.t = \bullet \text{)} (\text{map } \varepsilon_l \text{ ts}) \]

\[ \varepsilon_l(\langle \Sigma, e \rangle i l') = \begin{cases} \bullet & l' \not\sqsubseteq l \\ \langle \varepsilon_l(\Sigma), \varepsilon_l(e) \rangle i l' & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \varepsilon_l(\Sigma[i \mapsto \Theta]) = \begin{cases} \varepsilon_l(\Sigma) & l' \not\sqsubseteq l, \text{ where } l' \text{ is the label of thread } i \\ \varepsilon_l(\Sigma[i \mapsto \varepsilon_l(\Theta)] & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \varepsilon_l(\emptyset) = \emptyset \]

**Fig. 5:** Erasure function for tasks, queue maps, message queues, and configurations.

In all other cases, including target-language constructs, \(\varepsilon_l\) is applied homomorphically. Note that \(\varepsilon_l(e)\) is always equal to \(e\) (and similar for \(\Sigma\)) in this simple setting. However, when the IFC language is extended with more constructs as shown in Section 6, then this will no longer be the case.

### 3.2 Non-Interference

Given an information flow control language, we can now define non-interference. Intuitively, we want to make statements about the attacker’s observational power at some security level \(l\). This is done by defining an equivalence relation called \(l\)-equivalence on configurations: an attacker should not be able to distinguish two configurations that are \(l\)-equivalent. Since our erasure function captures what an attacker can or cannot observe, we simply define this equivalence as the syntactic-equivalence of erased configurations [34].

**Definition 2** (\(l\)-equivalence). *In a language \((\Delta, \rightarrow, \varepsilon_l)\), two machine configurations \(c, c' \in \Delta\) are considered \(l\)-equivalent, written as \(c \approx_l c'\), if \(\varepsilon_l(c) = \varepsilon_l(c')\).*

We can now state that a language satisfies non-interference if an attacker at level \(l\) cannot distinguish the runs of any two \(l\)-equivalent configurations. This particular property is called termination sensitive non-interference (TSNI). Besides the obvious requirement to not leak secret information to public channels, this definition also requires the termination of public tasks to be independent of secret tasks. Formally, we define TSNI as follows:

**Definition 3** (Termination Sensitive Non-Interference (TSNI)). *A language \((\Delta, \rightarrow, \varepsilon_l)\) satisfies termination sensitive non-interference if for any label \(l\), and configurations \(c_1, c_2, c_1', c_2' \in \Delta\), if\]

\[ c_1 \approx_l c_2 \quad \text{and} \quad c_1 \rightsquigarrow c_1' \]

then there exists a configuration \(c_2' \in \Delta\) such that

\[ c_1' \approx_l c_2' \quad \text{and} \quad c_2 \rightsquigarrow c_2' \]

In other words, if we take two \(l\)-equivalent configurations, then for every intermediate step taken by the first configuration, there is a corresponding number of steps that the second configuration can take to result in a configuration that is \(l\)-equivalent to the first resultant configuration. By symmetry, this applies to all intermediate steps from the second configuration as well.

Our language satisfies TSNI under the round-robin scheduler RR of Fig. 4.
Theorem 1 (Concurrent IFC language is TSNI). For any target language \( \lambda \), \( L_{\text{IFC}}(\text{RR}, \lambda) \) satisfies TSNI.

In general, however, non-interference will not hold for an arbitrary scheduler \( \alpha \). For example, \( L_{\text{IFC}}(\alpha, \lambda) \) with a scheduler that inspects a sensitive task’s current state when deciding which task to schedule next will in general break non-interference \([4, 29]\).

However, even non-adversarial schedulers are not always safe. Consider, for example, the sequential scheduling policy \( \text{Seq} \) given in Fig. 4. It is easy to show that \( L_{\text{IFC}}(\text{Seq}, \lambda) \) does not satisfy TSNI: consider a target language similar to \( \lambda_{\text{ES}} \) with an additional expression terminal \( \uparrow \) that denotes a divergent computation, i.e., \( \uparrow \) always reduces to \( \uparrow \) and a simple label lattice \( \{ \text{pub}, \text{sec} \} \) such that \( \text{pub} \sqsubseteq \text{sec} \), but \( \text{sec} \not\sqsubseteq \text{pub} \). Consider the following two configurations in this language:

\[
\begin{align*}
c_1 &= \Sigma; (\Sigma_1, \text{IT}[\text{if false then } \uparrow \text{ else true}])^{1}_{\text{sec}}, (\Sigma_2, e)^{2}_{\text{pub}} \\
c_2 &= \Sigma; (\Sigma_1, \text{IT}[\text{if true then } \uparrow \text{ else true}])^{1}_{\text{sec}}, (\Sigma_2, e)^{2}_{\text{pub}}
\end{align*}
\]

These two configurations are \( \text{pub} \)-equivalent, but \( c_1 \) will reduce (in two steps) to \( c_1' = \Sigma; (\Sigma_1, \text{IT}[\text{true}])^{2}_{\text{pub}} \) whereas \( c_2 \) will not make any progress. Suppose that \( e \) is a computation that writes to a \( \text{pub} \) channel,\(^5\) then the \( \text{sec} \) task’s decision to diverge or not is directly leaked to a public entity.

To accommodate for sequential languages, or cases where a weaker guarantee is sufficient, we consider an alternative non-interference property called termination insensitive non-interference (TINI). This property can also be upheld by sequential languages at the cost of leaking through (non)-termination \([3]\).

Definition 4 (Termination insensitive non-interference (TINI)). A language \( (\Delta, V, \leadsto, \varepsilon_l) \) is termination insensitive non-interfering if for any label \( l \), and configurations \( c_1, c_2 \in \Delta \) and \( c'_1, c'_2 \in V \), it holds that

\[
(c_1 \approx_l c_2 \land c_1 \leadsto^* c'_1 \land c_2 \leadsto^* c'_2) \implies c'_1 \approx_l c'_2
\]

TINI states that if we take two \( l \)-equivalent configurations, and both configurations reduce to final configurations (i.e., configurations for which there are no possible further transitions), then the end configurations are also \( l \)-equivalent. We highlight that this statement is much weaker than TSNI: it only states that terminating programs do not leak sensitive data, but makes no statement about non-terminating programs.

As shown by compilers \([26, 31]\), interpreters \([19]\), and libraries \([30, 33]\), TINI is useful for sequential settings. In our case, we show that our IFC language with the sequential scheduling policy \( \text{Seq} \) satisfies TINI.

Theorem 2 (Sequential IFC language is TINI). For any target language \( \lambda \), \( L_{\text{IFC}}(\text{Seq}, \lambda) \) satisfies TINI.

\(^5\) Though we do not model labeled channels, extending the calculus with such a feature is straightforward, see Section 6.
4 Isomorphisms and Restrictions

The operational semantics we have defined in the previous section satisfy non-interference by design. We achieve this general statement that works for a large class of languages by having different tasks executing completely isolated from each other, such that every task has its own state. In some cases, this strong separation is desirable, or even necessary. Languages like C provide direct access to memory locations without mechanisms in the language to achieve a separation of the heap. On the other hand, for other languages, this strong isolation of tasks can be undesirable, e.g., for performance reasons. For instance, for the language \( \lambda_{ES} \), our presentation so far requires a separate heap per task, which is not very practical. Instead, we would like to more tightly couple the integration of the target and IFC languages by reusing existing infrastructure. In the running example, a concrete implementation might use a single global heap. More precisely, instead of using a configuration of the form \( \Sigma; (\Sigma_1, e_1)_{l_1}, (\Sigma_2, e_2)_{l_2}, \ldots \) we would like a single global heap as in \( \Sigma; \Sigma; (e_1)_{l_1}, (e_2)_{l_2}, \ldots \).

If the operational rules are adapted na"ıvely to this new setting, then non-interference can be violated: as we mentioned earlier, shared mutable cells could be used to leak sensitive information. What we would like is a way of characterizing safe modifications to the semantics which preserve non-interference. The intention of our single heap implementation is to permit efficient execution while conceptually maintaining isolation between tasks (by not allowing sharing of references between them). This intuition of having a different (potentially more efficient) concrete semantics that behaves like the abstract semantics can be formalized by the following definition:

**Definition 5 (Isomorphism of information flow control languages).** A language \( (\Delta, \rightarrow, \varepsilon_l) \) is isomorphic to a language \( (\Delta', \rightarrow', \varepsilon'_l) \) if there exist total functions \( f : \Delta \rightarrow \Delta' \) and \( f^{-1} : \Delta' \rightarrow \Delta \) such that \( f \circ f^{-1} = id_{\Delta} \) and \( f^{-1} \circ f = id_{\Delta'} \). Furthermore, \( f \) and \( f^{-1} \) are functorial (e.g., if \( x' R' y' \) then \( f(x') R f(y') \)) over both \( l \)-equivalences and \( \rightarrow \).

If we weaken this restriction such that \( f^{-1} \) does not have to be functorial over \( \rightarrow \), we call the language \( (\Delta, \rightarrow, \varepsilon_l) \) weakly isomorphic to \( (\Delta', \rightarrow', \varepsilon'_l) \).

Providing an isomorphism between the two languages allows us to preserve (termination sensitive or insensitive) non-interference as the following two theorems state.

**Theorem 3 (Isomorphism preserves TSNI).** If \( L \) is isomorphic to \( L' \) and \( L' \) satisfies TSNI, then \( L \) satisfies TSNI.

*Proof.* Shown by transporting configurations and reduction derivations from \( L \) to \( L' \), applying TSNI, and then transporting the resulting configuration, \( l \)-equivalence and multi-step derivation back.

Only weak isomorphism is necessary for TINI. Intuitively, this is because it is not necessary to back-translate reduction sequences in \( L' \) to \( L \); by the definition of TINI, we have both reduction sequences in \( L \) by assumption.
Theorem 4 (Weak isomorphism preserves TINI). If a language $L$ is weakly isomorphic to a language $L'$, and $L'$ satisfies TINI, then $L$ satisfies TINI.

Proof. Shown by transporting configurations and reduction derivations from $L$ to $L'$, applying TINI and transporting the resulting equivalence back using functoriality of $f^{-1}$ over $l$-equivalences. □

Unfortunately, an isomorphism is often too strong of a requirement. To obtain an isomorphism with our single heap semantics, we need to mimic the behavior of several heaps with a single actual heap. The interesting cases are when we sandbox an expression and when messages are sent and received. The rule for sandboxing is parametrized by the strategy $\kappa$ (see Section 2), which defines what heap the new task should execute with. We have considered two choices:

- When we sandbox into an empty heap, existing addresses in the sandboxed expression are no longer valid and the task will get stuck (and then removed by I-noStep). Thus, we must rewrite the sandboxed expression so that all addresses point to fresh addresses guaranteed to not occur in the heap. Similarly, sending a memory address should be rewritten.
- When we clone the heap, we have to copy everything reachable from the sandboxed expression and replace all addresses correspondingly. Even worse, the behavior of sending a memory address now depends on whether that address existed at the time the receiving task was sandboxed; if it did, then the address should be rewritten to the existing one.

Isomorphism demands we implement this convoluted behavior, despite our initial motivation of a more efficient implementation.

4.1 Restricting the IFC Language

A better solution is to forbid sandboxed expressions as well as messages sent to other tasks to contain memory addresses in the first place. In a statically typed language, the type system could prevent this from happening. In dynamically typed languages such as $\lambda$ES, we might restrict the transition for sandbox and send to only allow expressions without memory addresses.

While this sounds plausible, it is worth noting that we are modifying the IFC language semantics, which raises the question of whether non-interference is preserved. This question can be subtle: it is easy to remove a transition from a language and invalidate TSNI. Intuitively if the restriction depends on secret data, then a public thread can observe if some other task terminates or not, and from that obtain information about the secret data that was used to restrict the transition. With this in mind, we require semantic rules to get restricted only based on information observable by the task triggering them. This ensures that non-interference is preserved, as the restriction does not depend on confidential information. Below, we give the formal definition of this condition for the abstract IFC language $L_{\text{IFC}}(\alpha, \lambda)$.

Definition 6 (Restricted IFC language). For a family of predicates $\mathcal{P}$ (one for every reduction rule), we call $L_{\text{IFC}}^\mathcal{P}(\alpha, \lambda)$ a restricted IFC language if its
definition is equivalent to the abstract language $L_{IFC}(\alpha, \lambda)$, with the following exception: the reduction rules are restricted by adding a predicate $P \in \mathcal{P}$ to the premise of all rules other than $I$-noStep. Furthermore, the predicate $P$ can depend only on the erased configuration $\varepsilon_l(c)$, where $l$ is the label of the first task in the task list and $c$ is the full configuration.

By the following theorem, the restricted IFC language with an appropriate scheduling policy is non-interfering.

**Theorem 5.** For any target language $\lambda$ and family of predicates $\mathcal{P}$, the restricted IFC language $L_{IFC}^P(RR, \lambda)$ is TSNI. Furthermore, the IFC language $L_{IFC}^P(SEQ, \lambda)$ is TINI.

In the extended version of this paper we give an example how this formalism can be used to show non-interference of an implementation of IFC with a single heap.

## 5 Real World Languages

Our approach can be used to retrofit any language for which we can achieve isolation with information flow control. Unfortunately, controlling the external effects of a real-world language, as to achieve isolation, is language-specific and varies from one language to another.\(^6\) Indeed, even for a single language (e.g., JavaScript), how one achieves isolation may vary according to the language runtime or embedding (e.g., server and browser).

In this section, we describe several implementations and their approaches to isolation. In particular, we describe two JavaScript IFC implementations building on the theoretical foundations of this work. Then, we consider how our formalism could be applied to the C programming language and connect it to a previous IFC system for Haskell.

### 5.1 JavaScript

JavaScript, as specified by ECMAScript [14], does not have any built-in functionality for I/O. For this language, which we denote by $\lambda_{JS}$, the IFC system $L_{IFC}^P(RR, \lambda_{JS})$ can be implemented by exposing IFC primitives to JavaScript as part of the runtime, and running multiple instances of the JavaScript virtual machine in separate OS-level threads. Unfortunately, this becomes very costly when a system, such as a server-side web application, relies on many tasks.

Luckily, this issue is not unique to our work—browser layout engines also rely on isolating code executing in separate iframes (e.g., according to the same-origin policy). Since creating an OS thread for each iframe is expensive, both the V8 and SpiderMonkey JavaScript engines provide means for running JavaScript code in isolation within a single OS thread, on disjoint sub-heaps. In V8, this unit of isolation is called a *context*; in SpiderMonkey, it is called a *compartment*. (We will use these terms interchangeably.) Each context is associated with a global object, which, by default, implements the JavaScript standard library

---

\(^6\) Though we apply our framework to several real-world languages, it is conceivable that there are languages for which isolation cannot be easily achieved.
(e.g., Object, Array, etc.). Naturally, we adopt contexts to implement our notion of tasks.

When JavaScript is embedded in browser layout engines, or in server-side platforms such as Node.js, additional APIs such as the Document Object Model (DOM) or the file system get exposed as part of the runtime system. These features are exposed by extending the global object, just like the standard library. For this reason, it is easy to modify these systems to forbid external effects when implementing an IFC system, ensuring that important effects can be reintroduced in a safe manner.

**Server-side IFC for Node.js:** We have implemented \( L_{\text{IFC}}(\text{SEQ}, \lambda_{\text{JS}}) \) for Node.js in the form of a library, without modifying Node.js or the V8 JavaScript engine. Our implementation\(^7\) provides a library for creating new tasks, i.e., contexts whose global object only contains the standard JavaScript library and our IFC primitives (e.g., send and sandbox). When mapped to our formal treatment, sandbox is defined with \( \kappa(\Sigma) = \Sigma_0 \), where \( \Sigma_0 \) is the global object corresponding to the standard JavaScript library and our IFC primitives. These IFC operations are mediated by the trusted library code (executing as the main Node.js context), which tracks the state (current label, messages, etc.) of each task. An example for send/recv is shown in Fig. 6. Our system conservatively restricts the kinds of messages that can be exchanged, via send (and sandbox), to string values. In our formalization, this amounts to restricting the IFC language rule for send in the following way:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{JS-send} & \quad l \subseteq l' \quad \Sigma(i') = \Theta \quad \Sigma' = \Sigma \upharpoonright \{i' \mapsto (l', i, v), \Theta\} \\
& \quad e = \text{in}\{e\} \quad \mathcal{E}_\Sigma[\text{typeof}(e) === \text{string}] \rightarrow \mathcal{E}_\Sigma[\text{true}] \\
& \quad \Sigma; (\Sigma, E[\text{send} i' l' v | i]) \ldots \rightarrow \Sigma; \alpha_{\text{step}}((\Sigma, E[\{i\}], \ldots)
\end{align*}
\]

Of course, we provide a convenience library which marshals JSON objects to/from strings. We remark that this is not unlike existing message-passing JavaScript APIs, e.g., postMessage, which impose similar restrictions as to avoid sharing references between concurrent code.

While the described system implements \( L_{\text{IFC}}(\text{SEQ}, \lambda_{\text{JS}}) \), applications typically require access to libraries (e.g., the file system library fs) that have external effects. Exposing the Node.js APIs directly to sandboxed tasks is unsafe. Instead,

\(^7\) Available at [http://github.com/deian/espectro](http://github.com/deian/espectro).
we implement libraries (like a labeled version of \texttt{fs}) as message exchanges between the sandboxed tasks (e.g., \texttt{task-1} in Fig. 6) and the main Node.js task that implements the IFC monitor. While this is safer than simply wrapping unsafe objects, which can potentially be exploited to access objects outside the context (e.g., as seen with ADSafe \cite{ADSafe}), adding features such as the \texttt{fs} requires the code in the main task to ensure that labels are properly propagated and enforced. Unfortunately, while imposing such a proof burden is undesirable, this also has to be expected: different language environments expose different libraries for handling external I/O, and the correct treatment of external effects is application specific. We do not extend our formalism to account for the particular interface to the file system, HTTP client, etc., as this is specific to the Node.js implementation and does not generalize to other systems.

\textit{Client-side IFC:} This work provides the formal basis for the core part of the COWL client-side JavaScript IFC system \cite{COWL}. Like our Node.js implementation, COWL takes a coarse-grained approach to providing IFC for JavaScript programs. However, COWL’s IFC monitor is implemented in the browser layout engine instead (though still leaving the JavaScript engine unmodified).

Furthermore, COWL repurposes existing contexts (e.g., iframes and pages) as IFC tasks, only imposing additional constraints on how they communicate. As with Node.js, at its core, the global object of a COWL task should only contain the standard JavaScript libraries and \texttt{postMessage}, whose semantics are modeled by our \texttt{JS-send} rule. However, existing contexts have objects such as the DOM, which require COWL to restrict a task’s external effects. To this end, COWL mediates any communication (even via the DOM) at the context boundary.

Simply disallowing all the external effects is overly-restricting for real-world applications (e.g., pages typically load images, perform network requests, etc.). In this light, COWL allows safe network communication by associating an implicit label with remote hosts (a host’s label corresponds to its origin). In turn, when a task performs a request, COWL’s IFC monitor ensures that the task label can flow to the remote origin label. While the external effects of COWL can be formally modeled, we do not model them in our formalism, since, like for the Node.js case, they are specific to this system.

\subsection{Haskell}

Our work borrows ideas from the LIO Haskell coarse-grained IFC system \cite{LIO1, LIO2}. LIO relies on Haskell’s type system and monadic encoding of effects to achieve isolation and define the IFC sub-language. Specifically, LIO provides the \texttt{LIO} monad as a way of restricting (almost all) side-effects. In the context of our framework, LIO can be understood as follows: the \textit{pure subset} of Haskell is the target language, while the monadic subset of Haskell, operating in the \texttt{LIO} monad, is the IFC language.

Unlike our proposal, LIO originally associated labels with exceptions, in a similar style to fine-grained systems \cite{SOUND, TYPE}. In addition to being overly complex, the interaction of exceptions with clearance (which sets an upper bound on the floating label, see the extended version of this paper) was incorrect: the clearance...
was restored to the clearance at point of the catch. Furthermore, pure exceptions (e.g., divide by zero) always percolated to trusted code, effectively allowing for denial of service attacks. The insights gained when viewing coarse-grained IFC as presented in this paper led to a much cleaner, simpler treatment of exceptions, which has now been adopted by LIO.

5.3 C

C programs are able to execute arbitrary (machine) code, access arbitrary memory, and perform arbitrary system calls. Thus, the confinement of C programs must be imposed by the underlying OS and hardware. For instance, our notion of isolation can be achieved using Dune’s hardware protection mechanisms [5], similar to Wedge [5, 7], but using an information flow control policy. Using page tables, a (trusted) IFC runtime could ensure that each task, implemented as a lightweight process, can only access the memory it allocates—tasks do not have access to any shared memory. In addition, ring protection could be used to intercept system calls performed by a task and only permit those corresponding to our IFC language (such as getLabel or send). Dune’s hardware protection mechanism would allow us to provide a concrete implementation that is efficient and relatively simple to reason about, but other sandboxing mechanisms could be used in place of Dune.

In this setting, the combined language of Section 2 can be interpreted in the following way: calling from the target language to the IFC language corresponds to invoking a system call. Creating a new task with the sandbox system call corresponds to forking a process. Using page tables, we can ensure that there will be no shared memory (effectively defining $\kappa(\Sigma) = \Sigma_0$, where $\Sigma_0$ is the set of pages necessary to bootstrap a lightweight process). Similarly, control over page tables and protection bits allows us to define a send system call that copies pages to our (trusted) runtime queue; and, correspondingly, a recv that copies the pages from the runtime queue to the (untrusted) receiver. Since C is not memory safe, conditions on these system calls are meaningless. We leave the implementation of this IFC system for C as future work.

6 Extensions and Limitations

While the IFC language presented thus far provides the basic information flow primitives, actual IFC implementations may wish to extend the minimal system with more specialized constructs. For example, COWL provides a labeled version of the XMLHttpRequest (XHR) object, which is used to make network requests. Our system can be extended with constructs such as labeled values, labeled mutable references, clearance, and privileges. For space reasons, we provide details of this, including the soundness proof with the extensions, in the appendix of the extended version of this paper. Here, we instead discuss a limitation of our formalism: the lack of external effects.

Specifically, our embedding assumes that the target language does not have any primitives that can induce external effects. As discussed in Section 5, imposing this restriction can be challenging. Yet, external effects are crucial when
implementing more complex real-world applications. For example, code in an IFC browser must load resources or perform XHR to be useful.

Like labeled references, features with external effects must be modeled in the IFC language; we must reason about the precise security implications of features that otherwise inherently leak data. Previous approaches have modeled external effects by internalizing the effects as operations on labeled channels/references [34]. Alternatively, it is possible to model such effects as messages to/from certain labeled tasks, an approach taken by our Node.js implementation. These “special” tasks are trusted with access to the unlabeled primitives that can be used to perform the external effects; since the interface to these tasks is already part of the IFC language, the proof only requires showing that this task does not leak information. Instead of restricting or wrapping unsafe primitives, COWL allow for controlled network communication at the context boundary. (By restricting the default XHR object, for example, COWL allows code to communicate with hosts according to the task’s current label.)

7 Related Work
Our information flow control system is closely related to the coarse-grained information systems used in operating systems such as Asbestos [15], HiStar [45], and Flume [23], as well as language-based floating-label IFC systems such as LIO [33], and Breeze [21], where there is a monotonically increased label associated with threads of execution. Our treatment of termination-sensitive and termination-insensitive interference originates from Smith and Volpano [32, 40].

One information flow control technique designed to handle legacy code is secure multi-execution (SME) [13, 28]. SME runs multiple copies of the program, one per security level, where the semantics of I/O interactions is altered. Bielova et al. [6] use a transition system to describe SME, where the details of the underlying language are hidden. Zanarini et al. [44] propose a novel semantics for programs based on interaction trees [22], which treats programs as blackboxes about which nothing is known, except what can be inferred from their interaction with the environment. Similar to SME, our approach mediates I/O operations; however, our approach only runs the program once.

One of the primary motivations behind this paper is the application of information flow control to JavaScript. Previous systems retrofitted JavaScript with fine-grained IFC [18, 19]. While fine-grained IFC can result in fewer false alarms and target legacy code, it comes at the cost of complexity: the system must accommodate the entirety of JavaScript’s semantics [19]. By contrast, coarse-grained approaches to security tend to have simpler implications [11, 43].

The constructs in our IFC language, as well as the behavior of inter-task communication, are reminiscent of distributed systems like Erlang [2]. In distributed systems, isolation is required due to physical constraints; in information flow control, isolation is required to enforce non-interference. Papagiannis et al. [27] built an information flow control system on top of Erlang that shares some similarities to ours. However, they do not take a floating-label approach (processes can find out when sending a message failed due to a forbidden information flow), nor do they provide security proofs.
There is limited work on general techniques for retrofitting arbitrary languages with information flow control. However, one time-honored technique is to define a fundamental calculus for which other languages can be desugared into. Abadi et al. [1] motivate their core calculus of dependency by showing how various previous systems can be encoded in it. Tse and Zdancewic [39], in turn, show how this calculus can be encoded in System F via parametricity. Broberg and Sands [9] encode several IFC systems into Paralocks. However, this line of work is primarily focused on static enforcements.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we argued that when designing a coarse-grained IFC system, it is better to start with a fully isolated, multi-task system and work one’s way back to the model of a single language equipped with IFC. We showed how systems designed this way can be proved non-interferent without needing to rely on details of the target language, and we provided conditions on how to securely refine our formal semantics to consider optimizations required in practice. We connected our semantics to two IFC implementations for JavaScript based on this formalism, explained how our methodology improved an existing IFC system for Haskell, and proposed an IFC system for C using hardware isolation. By systematically applying ideas from IFC in operating systems to programming languages for which isolation can be achieved, we hope to have elucidated some of the core design principles of coarse-grained, dynamic IFC systems.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Browser extensions are ubiquitous. Yet, in today’s browsers, extensions are the most dangerous code to user privacy. Extensions are third-party code, like web applications, but run with elevated privileges. Even worse, existing browser extension systems give users a false sense of security by considering extensions to be more trustworthy than web applications. This is because the user typically has to explicitly grant the extension a series of permissions it requests, e.g., to access the current tab or a particular website. Unfortunately, extensions developers do not request minimum privilege levels and users have become desensitized to install-time warnings. Furthermore, permissions offered by popular browsers are very broad and vague. For example, over 71\% of the top-500 Chrome extensions can trivially leak the user’s data from any site. In this paper, we argue for new extension system design, based on \textit{mandatory access control}, that protects the user’s privacy from malicious extensions. A system employing this design can enable a range of common extensions to be considered \textit{safe}, i.e., they do not require user permissions and can be ensured to not leak information, while allowing the user to share information when desired. Importantly, such a design can make permission requests a rarity and thus more meaningful.

\textbf{1 INTRODUCTION}

The modern web browser is one of the most popular application platforms. This is, in part, because building and deploying web applications is remarkably easy and, in other part, because using such applications is even easier: a user simply needs to type in a URL to run sophisticated applications, such as document editors, email clients, or video players. Unlike venerable desktop applications, these \textit{apps} run on many different devices without imposing painstaking installation procedures or forcing users to be concerned with security—e.g., the weather app stealing their banking data or locally-stored photos.

As the web evolved to address different application demands, it did so in a somewhat security-conscious fashion. In particular, when adding a new feature (e.g., offline caching [22]), web browsers have been careful to ensure that the feature was confined to the browser, i.e., it did not unsafe expose underlying OS resources, and that it could not be used to violate the \textit{same-origin policy (SOP)} [5, 29]. The SOP roughly dictates that an app from one origin can only read and write content from the same origin. This ensures that one app cannot interfere with another—it is the reason the weather app cannot read data from the tab running the banking app.

Unfortunately, the web platform has some natural limitations. Despite prioritizing “users over [app] authors [27],” a user’s experience on the web is largely dictated by the app author. For example, the web does not provide users with a means for removing advertisements served by an app. Similarly, the user cannot directly share content from one app with another app of their choosing without the app author offering such a service. Of course, it is unrealistic to demand that app authors provide such features since they may be at odds with the authors’ goals (e.g., to serve ads).

To address the limitations of the web platform, most modern browsers provide users with \textit{extensions}. Extensions are typically used to modify and extend web application behavior, content, and display (style). For example, Adblock Plus [1], one of the most-widely used extensions, modifies apps by blocking network requests and hiding different page elements to provide ad-free browsing. However, extensions can also be used to implement completely new functionality. For instance, LastPass [2] allows users to store and retrieve credentials for arbitrary apps, in the cloud. And, in some cases, extensions even modify and extend the browser itself.

Unlike web applications, which are bound by the SOP, extensions can access the page contents of different-origin apps, perform arbitrary network communication, inspect and modify browser history, etc. Misusing such privileged APIs is a serious security concern. In light of this, browsers vendors have imposed various restrictions. For example, Chrome—which has the most comprehensive extension security system—makes it difficult to install extensions that are not distributed through its official Chrome Web Store (CWS), requires users to grant extensions access to use privileged APIs, and employs various mechanisms to prevent privilege-escalation attacks [6, 8, 21].

Unfortunately, even Chrome’s extension system has fundamental shortcomings. For example, Chrome’s attacker model assumes that extensions are not malicious, but rather that they are \textit{benign-but-buggy} [6]. As a consequence, Chrome’s security mechanisms were designed to prevent attacks wherein malicious app pages try to exploit vulnerable extensions. However, the system does
not provide a way for protecting sensitive app data from extensions—a malicious extension can easily leak data. And the premise for placing more trust on extension code over web app code is unfounded: both are provided by third-party developers, while the former runs with elevated privileges. Unlike other privileged code in the browser (e.g., plugins), these JavaScript-based extensions are made available to users without a code review process. It is of no surprise that roughly 5% of the users visiting Google have at least one malicious extension installed, as showed by a recent study [7, 26].

Unfortunately, in the current extensions system, even trustworthy but vulnerable extensions can be exploited by malicious pages to leak sensitive data from cross-origin apps [20]. While Chrome’s mechanisms limit an attacker to abusing the privileges held by the vulnerable extension, developer incentives have led many extensions request broad privileges. Similarly, many users have become desensitized to the install-time warning accompanying these extensions [12]. For example, of the 500 most popular Chrome extensions, over 71% request the privilege to “read and change all your data on the websites you visit.” Since these extensions also retain their privileges throughout lifetime of the extension, this makes them especially attractive targets to attackers that wish to steal user-sensitive data.

In today’s browsers, extensions are arguably the most dangerous code to user privacy. Yet, this need not be the case. This position paper argues for new extension system designs that can address user privacy without giving up on desired extension functionality.

What might such an extension system look like? Given that apps handle sensitive data such as banking information and that extensions are written by potentially untrusted third-party developers, it is clear that apps need to be protected from extensions. At the same time, it is important to keep protecting extensions from apps, as extensions may run with higher privileges. Mandatory access control (MAC)-based confinement [19, 25] naturally fits this scenario of mutually distrusting parties, where apps and extensions can be protected from one another.

But, MAC alone is not enough. While MAC-based confinement can prevent an extension from leaking sensitive app data even after it has access to it, for many extensions, this is overly restricting. For example, the Google Dictionary extension [3] needs to read text from the page and communicate with the network when looking up a word—its functionality relies on the ability to “leak” data. Hence, the extension system should allow users to explicitly share app data with extensions, which may further share the data with a remote server. Similarly, it should provide robust APIs that common extensions can use to operate on sensitive information without being confined. Together with MAC-based confinement this can alleviate the need for permissions altogether for a broad range of safe extensions: many extensions only read sensitive data and provide useful features to the user, but never disseminate the data without user intent.

Of course, leveraging user actions to share data is not possible in all cases; user-approved permission may still be necessary. However, these permissions should be fine-grained and content-specific. Since many extensions are safe and do not rely on special permissions, it would be possible for the extension system to give users more meaningful messages and warn them appropriately about installing dangerous extensions.

In the rest of the paper we give a brief overview of Chrome’s extension system and its limitations (§2). We then expand on the design goals of an extensions system that addresses Chrome’s limitations (§3) and describe a preliminary system design that satisfies these goals (§4). Finally, we conclude (§5).

2 CHROME’S EXTENSION MODEL

In this paper, we focus on the Chrome extension model, whose security system is widely regarded as being more advanced than those implemented in other browsers [8, 16]. More specifically, we focus on JavaScript-based extensions; we do not consider plugins, which can additionally execute native code.1 Below we describe the extension system’s security model, evaluate the use of permissions in this ecosystem, and highlight its key limitations.

2.1 Security Model

The Chrome attacker model assumes that extensions are trustworthy, but vulnerable to attacks carried out by apps [6]. Hence, Chrome’s extension security system is designed to protect extensions from apps. Chrome requires developers to privilege-separate [21] extensions into a content script and a core extension. Content scripts interact directly with web pages (e.g., by reading the page’s cookies or modifying its DOM),2 but do not have access to any privileged APIs. To perform privileged operations, content scripts use message-passing to communicate with core extension scripts, which have access to the privileged APIs needed to perform the actions.

To mitigate the impact of exploits that compromise vulnerable content scripts, in addition to privilege separation, Chrome also follows the principle of least privilege [23]. Specifically, Chrome implements a permission system that can be used to limit the privileges available to core script extensions. By limiting the privileges of an

---

1Plugins make up only a small fraction of the space, require a code review before being put on the CWS, and are widely-accepted to be dangerous. We do not discuss them further.

2Actually, Chrome employs isolated worlds [6] to separate the JavaScript heaps of the content script and page. This prevents attacks where a malicious page redefines functions (e.g., getElementById) that are commonly used by extensions.
extension, the damages that can be caused from exploits is also more limited.

To this end, Chrome requires extension authors to statically declare, in a manifest, what kind of permissions the extension requires. In turn, the user must approve these permissions when installing the extension. Since the compromise of an overly-privileged extension can cause serious harm (e.g., leaking user’s banking information), Chrome encourages developers to only request minimal privileges. Below, we report the results of our study evaluating permission usage in Chrome extensions.

2.2 Permission Study

We surveyed the permissions used by the 500 most popular Chrome extensions [1-4] by inspecting their manifest files. Most extensions are widely deployed: the most popular extension is used by more than 10 million users; the 500th extension is used by more than 76,000 users. In Table 1, we list the permissions most often requested. The most widely required permission is tabs, which among other abilities, allows an extension to retrieve URLs as they are navigated to. More concerning is the prevalence of permissions such as http:///*/*, https:///*/*, and <all_urls>, which allow an extension to make requests to any origin (over HTTP, HTTPS, or both, respectively). Upon installing any extension that requires one of these permissions (or several other similarly high-privilege permissions), the user is warned that the extension can “read and change all [their] data on the websites [they] visit.” These permissions can easily be used maliciously, for example, to retrieve a sensitive webpage (using the cookies stored in the browser) and forward its contents to the attacker’s own server. Despite this danger, permissions triggering this warning are widely used. In our study, we found more than 71% of the top 500 extensions display this “read and change…” warning at installation-time. For users installing popular Chrome extensions, the norm is to allow for such high privilege requests. In fact, the more popular extensions are more likely to show this warning: 74% of the top 250 extensions display this warning, 82% of the top 100, and 88% of the top 50. We did not investigate how many of these extensions actually needed or exercised their requested permissions.

2.3 Pitfalls

Chrome assumes extensions to be benign-but-buggy [6]. Unfortunately, this trust in extensions is amiss, as extensions are written by potentially untrusted developers. For example, Kapravelos et al. [18] report on 140 malicious extension in the CWS. While taking malicious extensions out of the CWS is an appropriate response, this weak-attacker model has unfortunately led to the design of security mechanisms that do not explicitly protect web app data. This is particularly disconcerting because, as our study shows, most extensions can access highly sensitive data and communicate with the network—vulnerabilities in such extensions can be used to leak user data [9, 20]. A single compromised or malicious extension is enough to put the users privacy at risk.

Chrome provides a permission system that is meant to implement least privilege. Unfortunately, the explanations accompanying the permissions are broad and content-independent. Moreover, they do not convey to the user why such permissions are justified. Permissions must be accepted at install time, before a user has acquired context from using the extension. Because the vast majority of extensions require many broad permissions, users have grown desensitized and accustomed to accepting most permission requests.

The other pitfall of the extension system is that it makes it difficult even for security conscious extension developers to request minimal privileges. The permissions are coarse grained and Chrome does not provide a way for requesting finer-grained access. Even worse, developers are incentivized to ask for more permission than they actually need. For example, if an extension update requires additional permissions (e.g., because of a new feature in the extension), Chrome automatically disables the extension until the user approves the new permissions. Since users get irritated by such prompts, developers often ask for more permissions than necessary up front thereby eliminating the risk of removal.

3 Design Goals

In this section, we outline a series of design goals that a modern browser extension system should strive for in order to protect user privacy and avoid Chrome’s pitfalls.

1. Handle mutually distrusting code

Extensions and web apps may be written by mutually distrusting parties. In addition to protecting extensions from untrusted developers, the system should be able to protect web apps from malicious extensions.

2. Provide increased context

The context of an extension is known to users, and they are therefore able to decide whether or not to allow a given extension to access sensitive data. However, the context of the web app is unknown to the user. As such, the system should provide increased context.

3. Implement least privilege

The system should provide a mechanism for requesting finer-grained access. This allows users to have more control over their data and provides a way for developers to request only what they need. The system should also provide a way for users to easily disable extensions that they no longer trust.

4. Provide a way for users to approve permission requests

Users should be able to approve permission requests at install time, before a user has acquired context from using the extension. This ensures that users are aware of the permissions that an extension requires and can make an informed decision.

5. Provide increased context

The system should provide a way for developers to request finer-grained access. This allows developers to request only what they need and provides a way for users to have more control over their data.

Table 1: The 14 most prevalent permissions as required by the top 500 Chrome extensions. A single extension may request any number of permissions. A full list explaining what each permission grants is available in [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Permission</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Permission</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tabs</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>webRequestBlocking</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>cookies</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>http:///<em>/</em></td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>unlimitedStorage</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>https:///<em>/</em></td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>&lt;all_urls&gt;</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contextMenus</td>
<td>36.0%</td>
<td>webNavigation</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webRequest</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
<td>management</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notifications</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>history</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6Chrome more recently added optional permissions, which, while still declared statically, only demand the user’s approval at run-time, e.g., right before the extension uses the privileged API. Unfortunately, optional permission warnings fall victim to the coarseness of the system and often ask for far more expansive abilities than required.
code, an extension system should provide mechanisms for protecting sensitive user (app) data from untrusted extensions without giving up on functionality. We assume a relatively strong attacker model where an extension executes attacker-provided code in attempt to leak user data via the extension system APIs. We consider leaks via covert channels to be out of scope.

2. Leverage user intent An extension system should leverage user intent for security decisions. The system should provide APIs and trusted UIs for making security decisions part of the user’s work-flow. For example, browsers can use user intent to make sharing of app data with an extension explicit via a sharing-menu API. A challenge with this goal is designing APIs and UIs that are not susceptible to confused deputy attacks [17].

3. Provide a meaningful permission system Most common extensions should not need to request user permission to perform their tasks. In the rare case that an extension requires to leak sensitive data without explicit user intent, the permissions available should be fine-grained and content-specific. Furthermore, the system should provide the user with specific-enough information necessary to make an educated decision. This could happen, for instance, by asking for permission at runtime when the leaked content can be shown and the user has an idea of what the extension is about to do (in contrast to install-time permissions).

4. Incentivize safety The incentives of developers and the security model should align such that most common extensions are safe, i.e., they run without requiring user approval for permissions. The extension system should reward developers that implement these and other least-privileged extensions and penalize overly-privileged ones. For example, extensions that require permissions should require a security audit before being allowed to be installed. This ensures that APIs that leverage user intent for disclosing data are prioritized and that security warnings remain meaningful.

4 Preliminary Design

In this section we propose a new extension system designed to meet the aforementioned goals. We observe that, for an extension to be useful, it typically needs to have access to sensitive data such as the current app’s URL or different parts of the page. However, if this information cannot be arbitrarily disseminated (within or external to the confines of the browser), then the user’s privacy is not at risk: it is entirely safe for an extension to read sensitive data as long as it does not write it to an end-point that is not permitted by the SOP.

This idea of allowing code to compute on sensitive data, but restrict where it can subsequently write it, is endemic to MAC-based confinement systems (e.g., HiS- tar [28] and COWL [25]). In such systems, the sensitivity of information is tracked throughout the system and the security mechanism ensures that leaks due to data- and control-flow cannot occur.

We propose to extend the Chrome architecture to use a coarse-grained confinement system, similar to COWL [25]. As in Chrome, to achieve isolation and protect an extension from an untrusted app, every app and extension runs in a separate execution context. However, and unlike Chrome, our proposed extension system additionally protects app user data from an untrusted extension by ensuring that whenever the extension accesses sensitive data, its context gets “tainted” with the app’s origin—we consider any data in the page to be sensitive. In turn, the origins with which the extension can subsequently communicate with is restricted by this taint—e.g., the extension cannot perform arbitrary network requests once it has read sensitive data.

With confinement, extensions that only read sensitive information can be implemented securely and without requiring any permissions. For instance, consider the Chrome extension Google Mail Checker [15], which displays an icon in the browser with the number of unread emails in Gmail. Confinement allows this extension to connect to Gmail using the users credentials. Once it does so, however, the execution context is tainted with mail.google.com and thus cannot communicate with, for instance, evil.com. However, the extension can safely do its job and show an unread count to the user. We remark that such a system satisfies our goal of protecting user data against malicious extensions—even if malicious, the extension cannot leak the user’s emails.

Of course, not all extensions are this simple, and a real extension system must provide extension developers with APIs to carry out common tasks. Below we describe some of these APIs, and in particular focus on APIs that make the confinement system more flexible or address our design goals directly.

Page access Some extensions read and modify page contents. Our system provides content script extensions with APIs for reading and writing the DOM of a page, much like COWL’s labeled DOM workers [25]. Importantly, when accessing the DOM of a page, the content script is tainted with the origin of the page and its functionality is subsequently restricted to ensure that the read information is not leaked. (Of course, an extension can create such labeled content scripts at run time, to avoid over-tainting [25].) To ensure that extensions cannot leak through the page’s DOM, we argue that extensions should instead write to a shadow-copy of the page DOM—any content loading as a result of modifying the shadow runs with the privilege of the extension and not the page. This ensures that the extension’s changes to the page are isolated from that of the page, while giving the appearance of a single layout.
Explicit sharing  Of course, some functionality requires sensitive data to be “leaked.” For instance, Evernote Web Clipper [10] offers the functionality to save part of the page (e.g., the current selection) to evernote.com. Sharing page contents with arbitrary origins violates confinement—the page may contain sensitive information (e.g., a bank statement).

However, in some cases, the user may wish specific information to be sent to evernote.com, e.g., to save a recipe the user saw online. Confinement systems typically require declassification to allow such controlled leaks. However, extensions cannot be trusted to declassify data on their own. Our key insight is that information sharing typically follows a user action (e.g., clicking a “Save to Evernote” button), and therefore the intent of the user can be used to declassify the data. Concretely, we propose a sharing API that extensions can use to receive data from the user and trusted browser UIs that users can employ to share specific content with these extensions, e.g., by means of a “Share with...” context menu entry. With this API, extensions like Evernote or Google Dictionary can be implemented without requiring specific declassification permissions. Of course, they can only leak data the user shares explicitly.

Encrypted sharing  Since credentials are usually treated with more care than other data, our sharing API does not allow extensions to receive credentials without restrictions. Concretely, when sharing credentials, our sharing API provides extensions with labeled blobs [25], which the extension can only observe by tainting its context. However, it is often useful to allow extensions to synchronize and store such sensitive data. For this, we propose an API that takes a blob labeled with a.com and returns an unlabeled encrypted blob. This directly allows the extension to send the encrypted data to the cloud and synchronize it to another devices. There, a similar extension can use our API to decrypt the data to a.com-labeled credentials, which can then be used to, for example, fill in a.com login form. This API makes our MAC system more flexible and directly allows the implementation of an extension to manage user passwords similar to LastPass. Unlike LastPass, however, the encryption algorithms and parameters are provided by the browser, only relying on the user to supply a master key.

Privileged content sharing  Some extensions need to read content from the page and communicate with the network without user interaction. For example, the Reddit Enhancement Suite (RES) [4] fetches images that are linked in a post as to display them inline. Unfortunately, the page access API is insufficient when implementing such extensions since the code cannot communicate with arbitrary domains, as to fetch images, once it traverses the DOM to find the image links. Instead, we provide APIs that can be used to retrieve content from the page without imposing confinement restrictions. In particular, extension developers can request to access different kinds of elements on the page, e.g., URLs, or the current origin, etc. Our extension system would, in turn, ask the user to consent to the request at runtime when the extension requests the data, applying the lessons and techniques of [11] to avoid desensitization (e.g., use different icons and colors to signify the severity of the request). Unlike Chrome’s permissions requests, we envision providing users with content-specific choices (e.g., “RES wishes to see all the links on this page.”), which they can also deny while continuing to use the extension—extensions should gracefully handle exceptions from these APIs or risk removal from the platform. Besides content-specific messages, other HCI techniques would be employed to make permissions more meaningful and to refrain users from blindly consenting to security prompts [24].

We remark that other APIs (e.g., a network API or declarative CSS replacement API) share many similarities with the above: they are fine-grained, content-driven, and abide by MAC. More interestingly, we note that our MAC-based approach encourages safe extensions, i.e., extensions that do not rely on privileges and raise alarms, but, rather, rely on sharing menu- and crypto-APIs to get user data. But in cases where permissions are required, our system presents security decisions at run-time and in terms of data—by reasoning about the content being disclosed users can make more educated decisions.

5 Summary

We identify extensions as some of the most dangerous code in the browser and show the pitfalls of modern extension security systems. For this reason, new extension security models that protect user privacy are in need. We outlined the goals of such as system and proposed a preliminary system design to this end. Our proposal relies on MAC-based confinement to prevent sensitive information from being arbitrarily shared. We also outlined several APIs that can be used to safely share data and make such a system flexible enough to handle a large class of common extensions, while keeping developer incentives aligned with security. We hope this encourages browser vendors to rethink extensibility.
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